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ABSTRACT
The changes in economic,social and politicalconditionsaffect the urban life
continuously.Because of changing urban dynamics, planners have had to
reevaluatetheirprofessionalapproach.Afterthe FirstWorld War, the conceptof
urban renewal was first considered by planners agenda. But, the aims,
organizationand managementmodelshavechangedbythetime.Todaythe parts
of the cities, both in developedand developingcountrieshave to faced the
renewalprocessas a resultof spatialorganizations.Therefore,urbanrenewalhas
becomeone of the mostimportantproblemsof the localauthoritiesand planners.
The aimof the thesis is to searchthedynamicsof urbanrenewalprojectas a tool
for creatingurban renewalpolicies,localityand publicparticipationprinciples.In
order to do that, beside a detailedfocus on Uzundere(Izmir)Urban Renewal
Project, urban renewal examples from different countries and Turkey were
examined.The methodologyused in thethesis researchis composedof literature
and Internetsurveysand interpretationsbasedon pastexperiences.
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Ekonomik,sosyal ve politik degi~imsOreci kentlerdekiya~amlsOrekli olarak
etkilemektedir.Degi~en kent dinamikleri ic;inde planlamamn da yeniden
degerlendirilmesive gozden gec;irilmesiihtiyaci dogmu~tur.Kentsel yenileme
Birinci DOnya Sava~I'mnardlndan kent planclslnln gOncesinde yer almaya
ba~laml~tlr.Fakatzaman ic;ersindeamac;lan,organizasyonve yonetimmodelleri
degi~imeugraml~tlr.GOnOmOzdeise, geli~mi~ve geli~mekteolan Olkelerin
bOyOyenkentJeri ic;inde kalan alanlar yeni mekansal daglhmlar sonucu bir
yenilemesOreci ile yOz yOze kalmaktadlr.Bu durum kentsel yenilemeyiyerel
yonetimlerinve pianCiIannen onemliproblemlerindenbirisi haline getirmektedir.
Bu c;ah~mamnamacI kentsel yenilemeprojelerinindinamikleriniara~tlrmakve
bunlannbize yenilemepolitikalan,yerellikve halk katlhml ilkeleri geli~tirmek
adlna neler kazandlrabileceginiara~tlrmaktadlr.Bunu gerc;ekle~tirebilmekic;in
dOnyadanve TOrkiye'denpek c;okfarkh yenilemeprojeleri incelenmi~tir.Tez
ara~tlrmaslndakullamlanyontemin,Iiteratorve internetara~tlrmalanndanve
gec;mi~deneyimlere temellendirilmi~yorumlamalardanolu~tugunusoylemek
mOmkOndOr.
AnahtarKelimeler: KentselCevrelerdeDegi~imve DonO~OmSOrec;leri
KentselYenilemePolitikalan
Katlhm
Kamu-OzelSektorOrtakhgl
Organizasyonlar( Geli~tirmeKurumlan)
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
UrbanRenewal can be described briefly as; the plan, process and program
throughwhich the environmental quality of large derelict areas, is upgraded
throughrehabilitation,conservationand redevelopment,according to new layouts
incomprehensiveplans preparedfor the purpose.
In the course of time, especially since the industrial revolutionthat modern city
planningdisciplineappears, urban renewal models had been seen as an effective
toolfor solvingurban decay problems.
Citieshad experienced a rapid change process in the second half of the 19th
century.Because of the industrial revolution, cities had acquired new forms.
Especiallyin Britain, this transformationhad been experienced very remarkably.
Theneed for the new arrangementsand regulationshad been appeared with the
newlocation of the industrial establishmentsand their facilities because of the
rapidindustrialization.
Thisnew land use type - industrialplants - had needed a large amount of labor
force.At that period, the only possible work force group seemed to be the
traditionalagriculturalwork force. At the beginningfor attractingthis mass target,
highsalaries had been paid to them and for their accommodation. Dormitories,
housingblocks had been constructed next to these factories. But later on, the
competitivemarket,the need for maximizationof the benefit and minimizationof
thecosts, had caused the decrease of the salaries of the workers, qualityof their
livingenvironmentand conditions,and also increase in theworking hours.
By the reasons of the economic measures and increasing labor demand, the
densityof the labor dormitoriesand tenementhouses enlarged. And that surely
caused deep dilapidation and sanitary problems. After a while in the large
industrializedcities serious sanitary and infrastructure problems had been
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observed.As a result of these; comprehensive prevention measures had been
appliedin Britainand a few years latersame problemsand solutions had startedto
beobservedin the other industrializedEuropeancountries.
In 1914,Henry Ford had found and applieda new productionmodel in his factory.
In this model, he introducedhis "five dollar, eight hour a day" as a paymentfor
workersmanning the automated car assembly line he had established. And
accordingto most authors the symbolic initiation date of Fordism was 1914.
(Harvey,1989b)
BeforetheWorld War II Fordism only developed in the UnitedStates. After the war
a lotof Fordisttype of industriesdeveloped in Europe. By the solutionof the proper
configurationand deploymentproblemof state powers in 1945, Fordism became a
characteristicregimeof accumulationof modernism.(G6kbulut, 1995)
At the post war era, reevaluationand renovationof the American and European
citiescame to the agenda, mainly because of the two importantfacts such as,
changingproductiontypeand the damagesof thewar.
1950swere the years that restoration,rehabilitationand the constructiontools had
beenused very effectivelyto recover the wounds of the damaged and dilapidated
citiesand their parts. Urban renewal methods had been applied especially to the
cityparts thatwere containinghistorical values and also the ones that could not
keepin step with the fordist mode of production.Until 1970s, urban renewal had
beenseen as a tool to redevelopthe dilapidatedurban parts by the slum clearance
instrument.In Europe manytenementhouses, which were the bad heritagesof the
industrialrevolution,had been pulled down with the slum clearance programs. In
theUSA, those slum clearance programs called "Negro removal"by the African
andHispanicAmericans.
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In the 1950s with the modernism movement, the roots of the modern urban
planningwas settled down. In 1950s and 60s, mathematical models and
quantitativeplanning techniques were used efficientlyin the urban planning field.
1950swerethe years thaturban planningdiscipline had primarilyinterestedin the
issuesof improvingthe physicalstructuresof the city, redevelopment,construction,
improvinglivingstandards, centralization,government investmentsand informing
thepublicaboutthe plans and the investments.
Atthefisthalfof the 1960s,the predominantfocus of the urban planningdiscipline
hadstartedto skip to the social issues from the physical ones. At the renewal
matters,rehabilitationhad gained remarkable importance. Other issues were
improvementof the social services, planning power sharing and at the planning
levelgovernmentshad startedto care public consultation.At the second halfof the
1960s,thepredominantfocus of the urban planninghad startedto skip to the more
politicalissues. Decentralizationwas another new issue of this period. Public
decisionmakinghad become the sufficientplanning matter.In addition, in 1960s
rationalplanninghad becomea wide spread-planningmodel.
In 1970s,a new urban renewal model, called soft urban renewal, applied in
KreuzbergGermany to decrease the protests of the inhabitants. This new
approachwas considering inhabitants and was preferring rehabilitation and
conservationtools insteadof the slum clearance. Also morethan physical aspects
werecaredand triedto be developed.
By the mid-1960s and early 1970s the signs of the serious problems within
Fordismstarted to be seen. Those problems came from the rigidity of Fordism,
suchas; Rigidityin labor markets,labor allocationand in laborcontacts.The strike
wavesoccurredin 1968-72.Big labor, big capital and big governmentincreasingly
appearedas dysfunctional.A severe crisis occurred in 1973, by the effect of
OPEC's decisions to raise oil prices, and the Arab decision to embargo oil exports
totheWest in the 1973 Arab-Israeli War. This changed the relativecost of energy
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inputsand bankruptcy of many segments of economy occurred. The technical
bankruptcyof New York City,which has the one of the largestpublic budgets in the
world,was illustrative of the seriousness of the problem. At the same time
corporationsfound themselves in an unusable excess capacity.This forced them
into a period of rationalization, restructuring and intensification. The sharp
recessionof 1973 stocked the capitalistWorld and the 1970s and 1980s have
consequentlybeen troubled periods of economic restructuringand social political
readjustments.
Since1973,the existing productionsystems of advanced countries came into a
restructuringperiod. A total reaction to modernism has occurred. Current
restructuringentails a transition from Fordist mode of economic organization
towardsa Post-Fordist modeof productioncharacterizedbyflexibleaccumulation.
At the late 1970s and 1980s, operating structural, strategic and incremantalist
planning,urban projects and urban design projects which took their origins from
thepost-positivistdiscourse had come to the agenda, instead of the rational
comprehensiveplanningwhich took its originfrom the modernistdiscourse. At that
periodtopicssuch as marketeconomy,political,physical and social aspects of the
citieswereconsideredas the primarilyimportantissues. In the urban renewal field
conservationhad been the mostcommon application.Governmentshad startedto
cutbackthe loans and subsidies and only small awards had been available. New
privatesector based do it yourself models for investmentshad enhanced to be
popular.
By thechanges in the late 1970s, cities startedto change and as consequence of
thenew urban problems, urban planning discipline and the role of the urban
planners tartedto moderate.Moreover, the most importantreasons of this urban
changewere;
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• Post-Modernismand its implicationson the urbanprocesses,
• Globalizationand its impactsupon urban areas,
• Theprocessof economic restructuringand its effectson urban context,
• Technologicalimprovements.
Thoseradical changes caused cities and their parts whether to follow these
changesorbecamedilapidated.Especiallythe mostsensitive urban partswere the
innercities,old fordist type productionunit sites, and lower income group housing
zones.Those sites were reevaluatedagain in 1980s and revitalizationprocesses
wereset. Through the public and private partnership new urban projects had
started.
Large-scaleredevelopmenthad found necessary to accommodatemajor changes
intheeconomicfunctionsof cities.Recent expandingand evolvingsectors such as
businessand financial services, retailing,tourism,and leisure, for example, have
differentpropertyand locationalrequirementscomparedwith traditionalurban land
uses,which may not be easily accommodatedthrough piecemeal development.
The "megaprojects" in most US cities are sometimes considered to being
indicativeof these new forms of development.They include major conference,
hotel,and exhibition centers, integrated offices complexes, high technology
businessparks, fashionable shopping malls, and multi purpose leisure centers.
Theyhavesome examples of these in Britain in recent years, including the large
retailandleisurecenters.
Marketeconomyand globalizationhave become the primary topics in 1980s and
1990sand entreprenual approaches have started to be observed in the city
management.Privatizationand decentralizationconcepts were set stable primary
partsin theurbanplanningdiscipline.
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In recent years, urban regeneration have become a crucial concern in urban
planningand design studies that interested economic, cultural, technological and
physicalpoint of view.
At the table below, periods, favorite urban renewal areas, and location of the
dwelling,industry and commercial land-uses are given;
LOCATIONLOCATIONLOCATION
PERIODS
FAV RI E URBAN RENEWALOFOFF
ZONES
DWELLI GINDUS RYCOMM CE
1850-1938
Rebuilding,slumclearanceandDowntownDowntownDowntown
industrial
rehabilitatiooftheindustri landa d in er-and nner-and inner-city
revolution
industryrelateda commod tioncitycity
period
units
1938-1960
newal fth molishe
post-war
ilapidatedsitesofthe arand in er-i
period
city
1914-1974
ecay rbanc nters, dU bUrUrban fri ge
modernist
i stri lfacili i sth tcoul otfringes andfringes,a suburbs
period
upda d thn wfordis pr uctisuburbssu r s
mode
and 3rd
worldcountries1974-2000
Dow town
-
industr alf c litiesandtradeth ti r-
odernist
cou tup a wi newp stitordis pr ucti mode
Current changes in production systems, spatial organizations and planning
profession caused a new planning approach to become more effectively in use.
That is called Urban Renewal. Those changes in production systems, spatial
organizations, planning profession, also theory and practices of Urban Renewal
approaches in Turkey, mainly in Ankara and Izmir (Uzundere) will be examined
6
below.This thesis examinesthe existingand past large scale urban renewal
approaches,policiesandcasesaroundtheworld.
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Chapter 2. CHANGING SPATIAL ORGANISATIONS
Along with the shifting in the production type from traditional to fordist, the
industrialcities had been transformedintothe moderncities.
The IndustrialCity;was acceptedas the productof a particularform of economic
organizationthat emerged in the 19th centurybased around factory production
and competitivecapitalism.The limits of prevailing levels of production and of
distributiontechnology,modes of work organizationand capitalmobilization,and
contemporaryvalues about social life and welfare have great importance on
formation of the industrial city. The industrial city also provided a range of
businessand financial servicesfor an economyorganizedon a regionalbasis, in
additionto providinga focus for work and consumption.
The Modern City; has emergedthrough rebuildingof the industrialcity. In this
process, a strong role was assumed through the provision of public housing,
transportand welfare facilities,and regulationof the privatesector by planning
controls.Mass productionmanufacturingmovedto the suburbs while downtown
officesspouted new growth;automobile,trucks,and telephonetook the place of
rail,water,and telegraphas the dominantmodes of movingpeople, goods and
information.A new spatial division of Labor emerged between cities. This
situation was related to the functional division between production and
administrationwithin national enterprises that superseded those previously
organized on a regional basis. At the same time there existed a close
relationshipbetweenthe corporatehierarchyand the urban hierarchy.
The Post-Modern City; The widespreadeconomic and politicaldislocationof the
late1970sand the early 1980s has challengedthe certaintyof this modern city
and the urban system. These dynamics could cause the emergence of a Post-
Modern City. The post-modern debate over urban system and city structure
includes;
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• Wholesale displacement to Third World Countries of suburban mass
production industries followed by inner city re-industrializationbased upon
the adoption of new flexible productiontechnologies, just in time inventory
and delivery systems, and a new division of labor between large firms and
smallfirms;
• The growing importanceof the city based functions of design and fashion in
highlysegmentedbutglobal markets;
• The transformationof urban culturaland leisure activitiesfrom past times to
economicenterprises;
• The rediscoveryof the qualityof the builtenvironmentand a sense of place
and their incorporation into images which shape individual and corporate
investmentand locationdecisions;
• The growing importanceof the media and audio visual industriesin creating
and marketingthese imagesof place;
• The emerging role of information and communication technologies in
supporting processes of organizational restructuring associated with the
globalizationof productionand distribution;
• The commodificationof information;
• The underminingof nationalurbanhierarchies.
While these dynamics are operatingworld wide, the particularforms emerging
are being shaped by the historicallyspecific circumstances of individualcities
set withinthe particularnationaleconomic and culturalcontext. Public policies
designedto assist the process of structuraleconomicchange and cope with any
socially undesirable side effects are beginning to address the threats and
opportunitiesarisingfromthis highlyfluid situation.(Kovancl, P. 1996)
By the changes in the late 1970s cities startedto change. The most important
reasonsof this urbanchange were;
• Post-Modernismand its implicationson the urban processes,
• Globalisationand its impactsupon urbanareas,
• The processof economic restructuringand its effectson urban context,
9
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2.1. Post-Modernism
Post-Modernism can be considered as the end of modern utopianism: the
rejectionof totalityand welfarecapitalism.These rejectionscan be summarized
as;
• Whetherin the large-scalesolutionsfavoredby comprehensiveplanning,
• Whetherin the aestheticof standardizationfavored by modernarchitecture,
• Whetherin trendstowardseconomicconcentration,
''Themodernistssee space as somethingto be shaped for social purposes and
the post-modernistssee, on the other hand, space as something independent
and autonomous, to be shaped according to aesthetic aims and principles".
(Harvey,D. 1989,p.44 London)
In otherwords; Post-Modernism signifies; a break with the idea that planning
and developmentshould focus on large scale, technologicallyrational,austere
andfunctionallyefficient internationalstyle design and thatvernaculartraditions
localhistory,and specialized spatial designs ranging from functions of intimacy
to grand spectacle should be approached with a much greater eclecticism of
style.(Healey,P. 1992,London)
The post-modernismhas been fundamentallyanticipated in the metropolitan
culturesof the last twenty years; among the electronic signifiers of cinema,
televisionand video; in recording studios and record players; in fashion and
youthstyles; in all those sounds, images and diverse histories that are daily
mixed,recycled and scratched together and that is called The Contemporary
City.
"Thepost-moderncity is a deliberate mutationengendered by a bureaucratic
stateand corporatecivil society.The seeds of post-modernismwere planted by
thestatesponsored urban renewal schemes of the 1960s and cities no longer
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groworganicallyas a resultof public-privatecorporations".(Dear, MJ. 1986,
p.367)
In post-modernism,the city as a whole can be consideredas a "productof
capitalism".The post-moderncity and its expressionson urban form are
basicallyto appropriateor restoredesignatedmeaningthroughprocessesof
social and spatial differentiation.Accordingto these differentiations,major
themesin urbanformsare "morediversity","moreemphasis"and"mixedland
uses".
2.2. Globalization
Globalizationhas emergedas an increasinglyimportantphenomenonfrom
differentsocial, economic,culturaland technologicalpoint of views. This
importancecomesfromthevariousprocesseswiththeadvanceof technological
innovations,improvementsin communicationsand transportationtechnologies,
internationalizationof markets,transnationalisationof corporatecompetition.
The expansionof global communicationnetworks and the increase in
internationalexchangehave led to one importantprocess, which is "the
disappearanceandcollapseof thephysicalbarriersbetweencountries".Mobile
capitalhas overcomethe bordersof the nation-states.Accordingto Harvey's
(1989)statements,this "movementof capitaland peopleacross theworld"IS
calledas"time-spacecompression".(Kovanc/,P. 1996).
Therearealso somedifferentideasabouttheGlobalization,as theprocessof
corporationsmovingtheirmoney,factoriesand productsaroundthe planetat
evermorerapidratesof speedinsearchof cheaperlaborandrawmaterialsand
governmentswillingto ignoreor abandonconsumer,laborand environmental
protectionlaws. As an ideology,it is largelyunfetteredby ethicalor moral
considerations.
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Withthehigh mobilityof capitalacross the world, the local availabilityof material
resources, local differences in entrepreneurship,specific and technical know-
how,social attitudes,strategiesof rulingelite's have taken more importantplace
in investmentdecisions of the capital.
In thiscontext,due to the importanceof eliminationof spatial barriers attributed
to differentspaces, cities start to attract more capital and people through the
organizationof spectacular urban spaces. "Differentiationwithin the various
places and competition in order to attract capital investment" become two
importantprocesses in cities. As a natural result, a distinctiveimage for cities
takesa muchmore importantplacewithinthe processes.
In fact, the major impacts on urban forms take their roots from these three
issues;"theinternationalizationof investment","production"and "consumption".
For example, market driven patterns related with the standardization and
differentiationconcepts can also be observed in urban spaces. (Zunkin, S.1988,
p.431)
In order to attract investment,anew issue of "city marketing"has emerged by
which cities are able to improve their positions among other cities in a
competitivenvironment.
The formationof larger but loosely integratedassociations also occurs on an
internationalscale. Large economic blocs, such as the North American, the
Japanese, and the European are emerging;subcontractingto firms in different
nationsis spreading,as is internationalownership of corporations; labor unions
arebecominginternational;and financial marketsare becoming interdependent.
Politicalinstitutionsare increasinglyglobal as well. "Importantagreements are
madenot by individual nation-statesbut by bodies such as the International
Energy Commission, International Monetary Fund (IMF), NATO, European
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Community,or OPEC. And attentionis shiftingfrom the rightsof citizens withina
givenstateto global humanrights".(Bartos, J. 1996,p.307)
2.3. The Process Of Economic Restructuring
Economic restructuring refers to the economic changes and transformations
whoseresultscan be shown both in economicand social life.
After 1970s, capitalism had experienced a number of significant changes. For
instance,the success of the boom in mid 1960swas accepted to be an obstacle
for further advance. Due to the improvements in transportation and
communication,a wider geographic market within the range of any industrial
plantswas experienced. Expandingindustrializationand economic development
of peripheralareas were the two importantfactors in the market spreading. In
addition,new sources of inputs and reduced level of differentiationin cost,
qualityand availability of most of the input from one place to another had
emergedby the help of internalizationof marketsand production.This situation
createsthe trends,which were experimentedby firms to look for new and more
distantmarkets.
In the 1980s, the increased competitionwas experiences between cities for
mobileinvestmentof many forms. As compared to cities have become more
autonomousand moredynamic.They startedto have increasingperformancein
transnationalways because of competence for mobile capital, employment,
institutionsand events. Cities have begun to create a distinctive image for
themselveswith the effects of all the means of competitiveenvironmentand
imageconstruction.The growth of multinationalenterprises with wide-range
geographicalperspectivealso intensifiedthis competitiveenvironment.However
inthe last two decades, one of the importantissues in this perspectivewas to
find the profitableand effective projects to absorb excess capital because a
considerableproportion of the surplus has belonged to the speculative place
construction.
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The process of restructuring (including economiC, political and social
restructuring)has also produced changes in the built environment for both
growingand decliningcities.The importanteffects on the everyday life of urban
residentsespeciallyreferto the economicallyand socially marginalisedinnercity
residents.
2.4. Technological Improvements
Technology has always been accepted as an important factor in urban
development,and changes in technology over time have broughttheir impacts
on urbandevelopmentand form. These concerns are both at the metropolitan
levelandwithina builtarea because the citywith its all parts and its all sectors
is knownas a single whole and of course all changes, transformationsand
developmentshave greatereffectson all partsof the city.
Newtechnologieshave been used mainly to organize the productionof goods
andservicesin comparativelysmall productionsites and withoutundue strainon
theenvironment.So the people who work and live nearby are able to spend
their(growing)leisure time mainly in the vicinityof their homes or make use of
theextensivesocial and culturalfacilitiesavailable.The citycentersees itselfas
themainjunction in a wide networkof neighborhoods,and this is also evident in
thearchitecture.The urban dominants are shopping, culturalevents or just to
serveas meetingplaces. The inhabitantsof this cityfind it quitenaturalfor these
areasto be reservedfor pedestrians,cyclist,and local publictransport.(Schafer,
K.T. 1988,London)
Theknowledgetechnologies,such as the computer,are playinga decisive role
in shapingpost-industrial organizations. There are technologies that play a
similarrolewith respect to post-modernculture.They are primarily"nonverbal"
andincludevisual media such as television,aural media such as radio, and the
nascentechnologyof virtualreality.(Bartos, J. 1996)
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Chapter 3. CHANGING PLANNING PROFESSION
The changing patterns of production continually affect the city life. Its built
environmentoffice buildings,houses, factories, railroadsetc. can fall into ruin or
take on new uses as a result of technological innovations and large scale
economicshifts that can occur. These also bring new location patterns,so that
the change in urban planning profession is inevitable. So the post-modern
planninggain importance.Post-Modern planninghas a kind of partial planning.
Accordingto post-modernplannersspace in the city can not be planned since it
has an self existence. So the post-modernismdon't attemptto plan the city.
Instead,they talked about the arrangement of dispersed parts of city with
aestheticanxieties.
The comprehensiveplan lost its dominance several decades ago. End-state
planningthe preparation of a comprehensive plan intended to guide the
community'sfuturedevelopmentis no longer fashionable within the profession.
Planners lost some faith in their ability to predict long term. In this light,
comprehensiveplanningcomes to seem less importantand immediateproblem
managementmore important,in otherwords tactics become more popular than
strategies.On the otherway, some scholars argued that during the 1970s, the
struggle with the concept of comprehensive planning intensified as
comprehensiveplans were given a new relevance which springs from the
introductionof flexiblezoning techniques.(Gokbulut,O. 1995)
Thedeficienciesin the comprehensiveplanning have caused planners to look
for operationalalternatives. One of them was Strategy Planning Approach.
Differentthanthe comprehensiveplanning,strategicplanninghas a great value
of implementation.The strategicplanningemerged in the late 1970s as a focus
of local planning including transportation, health, environmental, and other
functionalplanning areas both in region and city scale. However, its roots
originatedin the privatesector. This was an attemptof growing and changing
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corporationswhen they need to plan effectivelyfor and manage their futures,
whenthefutureitselfappeared increasinglyuncertain.
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"Tillthe 1980s strategic planning and public planning worked separately from
eachother.However, in the 1980s some scholars came up with a solution that
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thecorporatestrategicplanningmodel has applicabilityfor public planning and
visaversa".(Bryson, J. p.77, 1986)
The basic idea behind the strategic planning is; Planning is about influencing
change and market demand in a way, which maximizes those objectives,
chosenby the community.The case for strategicplanningstands or falls by its
abilityto provide clear, firm and understandable guidance on the pattern of
developmentand the related investment.It should help prioritiesto be set and
conflictsto be resolved. (Gilfoyle,A. 1983)
The strategicplanning is far differentfrom the comprehensive planning. The
strategic planning is more flexible, and leads planning to search out
controversies,which are invariably,fascinating,troublesomeand political.There
is nota uniquesolution. It is much more dependenton sharing experiences and
weighingmanyfactors in the balance.
Policyplanningis a step,which developedafterthe strategicplanningapproach.
InPolicyplanning,planningcan notbe separatedfrom politicsand holds out the
possibilityof bringingtogetherpolicy and operationalperspectiveat local level.
This makes planners work in multi disciplinary teams serving the needs of
particularareas of the authority.Policy planningviews policy process as a kind
of game involving conflict, negotiation and compromise between different
interestgroups.This is a kind of challenge to local democracy. Policy planning
requiresome local organizationswhich extend the autonomy of local decision
makingstructures (area comities, area teams, etc.). In a policy planning
approachthese are seen as tools for strengtheninglocal learning and political
decisionmakingat area level.
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These changes in the planning approach bring two new and so important
conceptsuchas "decentralization"and "privatization"in planning.
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Whilethecomprehensiveplan loses its dominancein planningprofession, urban
projects,urban design, public-privatepartnership,and public participationgain
moreimportance.Also, the planners' role in the planningstarted to change. In
theclassicalmodern planningcity planners were seen as technicians,whereas
currentdevelopments put them in a coordinator position. Instead of being
techniciansplannersbecame nearer to social sciences.
Insteadof makinggrand visions, planners gain a role thatemphasizes flexibility
and adaptiveness such as the new planning approach. This makes them
involvedin daily politics. They are now more interested in matters as conflict
management,bureaucraticand politicaldecision making, or the imperativesof
privatepropertydevelopment.The gap between administratorsand planners
alsonarrowed.Planners are being more a part of the administrativeapparatus
of landdevelopmentand a facilitatorof communityeconomicdevelopment.
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Chapter4. ESSENCE OF URBAN RENEWAL
Urban renewal has been of growing importance for two decades.
Redevelopmentof the existingurbanfabric occurred so lots of cities in the world
experienced.This means the redistributionof resources occurred in urban life.
Especially, there are different definitions for urban renewal. It is necessary
thereforeto clearly identifywhat is meantby urban renewal.
Urban renewal refers to a deliberateeffort to change the urban environment
throughplanned, large-scale adjustmentof existing city areas to present and
futurerequirementsfor urban livingand working. It extendsto non-residentialas
well as residential land uses. The process involves the re-planning and
rehabilitationof areas which are threatened by blight or are to be preserved
becauseof their historicalsettingand culturalvalues all in the frameworkof an
over-allplan for a city's development.Urban renewal is a physical change or
change in the use or intensity of use of land buildings. That is inevitable
outcomeof the action of economic and social forces upon urban areas.
(Gokbulul, O. 1995).
The end of the millenniumwe are in is bringingnew policy directions and new
dominantideas for urban people and new technological developments for the
problemsand solutions in order to make urban environment livable because
citiesare always in a process of change. In this era cities are competingfor
gettingmorecapitaland the citiesand theirparts are transformingrapidly. That
transformationif not under controlby the urban policies, most of the timethose
citiesare under the threat of urban decay. The failure of appropriate urban
policiesand managementhas led to; uncontrolledland-use change, piecemeal
redevelopment,inadequateand deterioratinginfrastructure,physical and social
decay.
In 1980surban renewal issue startedto spread by the public flagship projects.
After the USA, UK experienced the urban decay and tried to attract private
sectorto the urban renewal programs. Especially emphasis was given to the
stimulationof commercialconfidenceand environmentaltransformationthrough
propertydevelopment.
In 1990s;reclamationof derelict land, assemblyof sites for redevelopment,and
developmentof the land itself in partnershipwith the privatesector, had gained
a great importance. Also, policy and mechanisms are aimed at physical
developmentand financial investment. The urban renewal process is both
complex and lengthy, with large scale funding essential to pump prime
redevelopment.(Berry, J. 1993,London)
Most of the renewal processes social benefits took their place against the
economicbenefits;here the balancer is the urban politics.With the rightpolicies,
itis possibleto makean equitableurban renewal. If not, the social price may be
veryhigh,and the economic benefits that have so far been achieved may be
lost.
Thefocus of interesthas been on urban renewal in housing areas. The need of
improvementin physical standard is pressing, there is a rich, cultural heritage
involved,thepressureof land use is high due to the central locationof the area.
Urbanrenewalis partof a general process, by which the human environmentis
continuallytransformedand social capital is accumulatedin urban areas as well
as in non-urbanareas. In general, urban renewal comprises 3 kinds of activity:
Theseare; redevelopment,rehabilitation, conservation. They are explained
below.
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Table 4.1. The Process and DynamicsBehind Urban Renewal.
Firstofall,basicconcepts aboutthe Urban Renewal phenomenonhas been given
inthischapterbelow.
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"Urban Renewal" the plan, process and program through which the
environmentalqualityof large derelictareas, is upgradedthrough rehabilitation,
conservationand redevelopment,according to new layouts in comprehensive
planspreparedfor the purpose.
"Salientfeaturesof urban renewal"
• it is relativelylarge-scale;
• it aims at improving the overall urban environment rather than just the
provisionof specificfacilitiesor the replacementof individualbuildings;
• it normally involves properties in fragmented ownership. A degree of
Governmentparticipation,includingresumption,is usually involved;
• itaimsat achievingcomprehensiveplanninggains; and
• it incursfinancialcosts and a degree of social disruption.
"Objectivesof urban renewal"
• to improvethe urban environmentand urban layoutby replacingold and run-
downareas with new developmentwhich is properly planned and provided
withadequatetransportand other infrastructureand communityfacilities;
• to minimizethe problems of social disruption by ensuring that adequate
arrangements are made for re-housing of domestic tenants and
compensationof business tenants;
• to achieve better utilization of land In the urban area by thinning out
populationfrom over-crowded areas and making land available to meet
variousdevelopmentneeds includinghousing;and
• inthelongterm,to avoid majorproblemsof urban decay.
"Urbanrenewalarea" means a slum area or a blightedarea or a combination
thereofwhichthe local governingbody designates as appropriatefor an urban
renewalproject.
"Urbanrenewalplan" means a plan, as it exists from time to time, for an urban
renewalproject,which plan:
1.Mustconformto the general plan for the municipalityas a whole,
2.Mustbe sufficientlycompleteto indicatesuch land acquisition,demolitionand
removalof structures, redevelopment, improvements and rehabilitationas
maybe proposed to be carried out in the urban renewal area, zoning and
planning changes, if any, land uses, maximum densities, building
requirements, and the plan's relationship to definite local objectives
respectingappropriate land uses, improved traffic, public transportation,
public utilities, recreational and community facilities, and other public
improvements.
'Urbanrenewalproject"may include undertakingsand activitiesof a municipality
in an urban renewal area for the elimination and for the prevention of the
developmentor spread of slums and blight,and may involveslum clearance and
redevelopmentin an urban renewal area, or rehabilitationor conservationin an
urbanrenewalarea, or any combinationor part thereof in accordance with an
urbanrenewalplan.Such undertakingsand activitiesmayinclude:
1.Acquisitionof a slum area or a blightedarea or portionthereof.
2.Demolitionand removalof buildingsand improvements.
3.Installation, construction or reconstruction of streets, utilities, parks,
playgrounds,and other improvementsnecessary for carryingout in the urban
renewalarea.
4.Dispositionof any property acquired in the urban renewal area, including
sale,initialleasing or retentionby the municipalityitself, at its fair value for
usesinaccordancewiththe urbanrenewal plan.
5.Carryingout plans for a program of voluntary or compulsory repair and
rehabilitationof buildingsor other improvementsin accordancewith the urban
renewalplan.
6.Acquisitionof any other real property in the urban renewal area where
necessaryto eliminate unhealthy, insanitary or unsafe conditions, lessen
density,eliminateobsolete or other uses detrimentalto the public welfare, or
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otherwiseto remove or prevent the spread of blight or deterioration,or to
providelandfor needed publicfacilities.
"Slumarea" means an area in which there is a predominance of buildings or
improvements,whether residential or non-residential, which, by reason of
dilapidation,deterioration, age or obsolescence, inadequate provision for
ventilation,light,air, sanitation,or open spaces, high density of populationand
overcrowding,or the existence of conditionswhich endanger life or propertyby
fire and other causes, or any combinationof such factors, is conducive to ill
health,transmissionof disease, infantmortality,juvenile delinquency, or crime,
andis detrimentalto the publichealth,safety,morals or welfare.
"Blightedarea"means an areawhich, by reason of the presence of a substantial
numberof slums, deteriorated or deteriorating structures, predominance of
defectiveor inadequate street layout, faulty lot layout in relation to size,
adequacy, accessibility or usefulness, insanitary or unsafe conditions,
deteriorationof site or other improvements,diversityof ownership,tax or special
assessmentdelinquency exceeding the fair value of the land, defective or
unusualconditionsof title,or the existence of conditionswhich endanger life or
propertyby fire and other causes, or any combination of such factors,
substantiallyimpairs or arrests the sound growth of a municipality,retards the
provisionof housing accommodations or constitutes an economic or social
liabilityand is a menace to the public health, safety, morals or welfare in its
presentconditionand use.
"Blightedarea"also can be described as an area which is characterizedby one
ormoreofthefollowingfactors:
1.The existenceof buildings and structures,used or intended to be used for
residential,commercial, industrial or other purposes, or any combination
thereof,which are unfitor unsafe for those purposes and are conduciveto ill
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health,transmissionof disease, infantmortality,juvenile delinquencyor crime
becauseof one or more of the followingfactors:
a)Defectivedesign and characterof physicalconstruction.
b)Faultyarrangementof the interiorand spacing of buildings.
c) Overcrowding.
d)Inadequate provision for ventilation, light, sanitation, open spaces and
recreationalfacilities.
e)Age, obsolescence, deterioration,dilapidation,mixed character or shifting of
uses.
2.An economic dislocation, deterioration or disuse, resulting from faulty
planning.
3.The subdividingand sale of lots of irregularform and shape and inadequate
sizeforproperusefulnessand development.
4.The laying out of lots in disregard of the contours and other physical
characteristicsof the groundand surroundingconditions.
5.Theexistenceof inadequatestreets,open spaces and utilities.
6.Theexistenceof lots or otherareas which maybe submerged.
7.Prevalenceof depreciated values, impaired investments and social and
economicmaladjustmentto such an extentthat the capacity to pay taxes is
reducedand tax receipts are inadequate for the cost of public services
rendered.
8.A growingor totallack of properutilizationof some parts of the area, resulting
in a stagnantand unproductivecondition of land which is potentiallyuseful
andvaluablefor contributingto the publichealth,safetyand welfare.
9.A lossof populationand a reductionof proper use of some parts of the area,
resultingin its further deteriorationand added costs to the taxpayer for the
creationof newpublicfacilitiesand services elsewhere.
"Redevelopment"means the planning, development, re-planning, redesign,
clearance,reconstructionor rehabilitation,or any combinationof these, of all or
partofa redevelopmentarea, and the provisionof such residential,commercial,
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industrial,public or other structures or spaces as may be appropriate or
necessaryin the interestof the generalwelfare, including:
a) Recreationaland otherfacilitiesappurtenantthereto.
b)The alteration,improvement,modernization,reconstructionor rehabilitation,
or anycombinationthereof,of existingstructuresin a redevelopmentarea.
c) Provisionfor uses involvingopen space, such as:
1.Streetsand otherpublicgrounds;
2. Spacearound buildings,structuresand improvements;
3. Improvementsof recreationalareas; and
4. Improvementof other publicgrounds.
d)The re-planning, redesign or original development of undeveloped areas
where:
1.The areas are stagnant or used improperly because of defective or
inadequatelayouts of streets,faulty layoutsof lots in relationto size, shape,
accessibilityor usefulness, or for othercauses; or
2.The areas require replanning and assembly of land for reclamation or
developmentin the interest of the general welfare because of widely
scatteredownership,taxdelinquencyor otherreasons.
"Redevelopment"does notexcludethe continuanceof existingbuildingsor uses
whosedemolitionand rebuildingor change of use are not deemed essential to
theredevelopmentand rehabilitationof the area.
"Rehabilitation"A term used especially in housing policy, for the repair and
improvementof existing structurallysound property to a standard compatible
withmodernrequirementsof healthand amenity.
Rehabilitation,is the redressingof conditionsand the provisionof infrastructure
withadverseeffectson land use in the area. It is implementedin areas where
thereis a tendencyfor loosing originalfunctionand haphazardgrowthof
physicalstock,creatingunhealthyand dense environments.Therefore the basic
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objectiveof rehabilitationis to preservethe charactersof urbanfabric and of
activitypattern.
Itis applicableto areas in which some degree of loss of originalfunction is
makingitselfseriouslyfelt. It consists of:
a. Administrativemeasurescontrollingthe use of the land and of the buildings.
Removal of individual buildings and uses tend to cause deterioration of
buildings.
b. Removalof individualbuildingsand uses that tend to cause deteriorationof
buildings.
c. Correctionof conditionsthathave an adverse effecton the appropriateuses
oflandand buildingsin the area, etc.
"Conservation"the need for conservationoccurs particularlyin old and historical
sites of cities. Preservation of urban fabric and buildings showing basic
characteristicsof specific historicalera or architecturalqualityhave announced
conservationpolicies. Keeping the original urban and architecturalelementsas
a culturalheritage necessitates conservation, restoration, restitutionactivities
ratherthanrenewalof physicalstock.
Conservationof the built environment may protect individual buildings of
architecturalor historicmeritfromdestruction.
Conservationof the builtenvironment;
• may maintain representativeareas of our economic and social
history.
• may protectindividualbuildingsof architecturalor historicmerit.
• may also encourage the purposefuluse of old buildings as part of
a plan to enhance the qualityof the environment.
It is applicableto areas generallysuited to their function and of sound quality.
Consistsof;
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a. Required maintenanceof good physicalconditionof buildings.
b. Preventionof overcrowdingof the occupancy of residentialbuildings.
c. Density limitations
d. Zoning regulations,etc.
"Gentrification"The inner cityhas always been a landscape of change, driven in
differentdirections by fluctuating capital flows, social restructuring,and new
culturaltastes.These changes manifestthemselveson the housing stock and in
thesocial character of the inner city. The phenomenon of gentrificationis one
suchforce of change that has recentlybecome a major issue for urban areas.
Thistermwas introducedto describethe immigrationof middleclass people and
theircapitalto downtown housing areas that had reviously been occupied by
pooror lower class people. It represents a profound change for the inner city,
sincethe new wave of gentrifiers is transformingold, declining housing stock
intoa revitalizedlivingenvironment.But also causing greateconomic and social
problemsto the peoplewho are from lowerclass and had to leave.
"Partnership"Today the local public sector entrepreneurshiphas been one of
theessentialtools for urban growthand revitalization.Indeed city governments
(UnitedStates, Europe) have become more entrepreneurialin order to attract
privateinvestments.
Inrecentyears, two distinctand separate literaturehave imerged on issues of
urbanentrepreneuralism.Some of the authoritiesadvocatethe advantagesand
successesof local public-privatepartnership.
In UnitedStates, according to the President's National Urban Policy Report in
1982,"stateand local governmentshave primaryresponsibilityfor making their
urbanareas attractiveto private investors". (US Departmentof Housing and
Urban Development, 1982: Quated from Leitner and Garner, 1983).
Forexample,the outpouringof federal dollars, which began with 701 funding in
the1954Housing Act, has cut both ways. Federal funding has paid for large
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scaleplanningefforts,federal fundingrequirementshave demandedplanningas
a requirementfor funding.
Inthatsense, federal supportencourages the developmentof synoptic, unifying
visions.Urban DevelopmentAction Aid Program is one of themand it is argued
thatthis program helps the increase of job facilities. The pursuit of federal
funding,however,also encourages an incrementalapproach. Particular grants
focustheplanner'sattentionon particularprograms.
Publicprivatepartnershipin UK, in such a crisis period some local authorities
findthe solution in public-privatepartnerships. They made corporations with
privatesectorand learn how to bargain with them. They made city center and
centralhousingdistrictsrenovationand improvementprojects. In order to realize
these programs the central authorities give them a "grant" and special
encouragementprograms.
Afterexplainingthe basic terminologyof Urban Renewal phenomenon,we may
continuewith some case studies for understanding the urban renewal
approachesin somecountries.
"UrbanDesign Concept" The Urban Design Projects gain more importance
whilethecomprehensiveplan loses its dominance in planning profession. The
masterplan,or the physicalstructureplan is the mainframewhich urban design
projectsextracted.
Therearetwobasic ideologiesthatinfluencedthe modernurbandesign.
• Gardencity movementof Ebenezer Howard was the first philosophy that
affected the urban design modernism. This movement prefer to
accommodatepeople in row houses, gardenapartmentsand maisonettes.
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• The second one is the Charter of Athens which was produced by Le
Corbusier and the InternationalCongress of Modern Architecture (ClAM).
The basic subject matter of the Charter was the physically design of the
cities.But it did notconsider the social, economic and politicalcharacteristics
of thecities.
The basic notions of the charterwas high-rise, high-densitybuildings thatwere
setinopen space. Moreover, it requiredworkingareas to be separatedfromthe
residentialareas. Under this circumstances, a lot of housing estates and
redevelopmentprojectswere made in socialistand capitalistcountries.Whether
builton previouslyundevelopedland or developed land much of these projects
weremadeas replacementsfor old urban areas in order to demolish unsanitary
housing.
However,these two developmentshave commondesign principlesthe both are
separatedthe cars and pedestrians,houses and industries.In otherwords they
separatelivingplaces fromworkingplaces.
However, the early oppositions from the modern times came to these
procedures.Jane Jacobs criticized the monotonyand the boredom in modern
cities.Althoughtechnical infrastructureof citieswas advanced, crime has been
increasing.That urged people to live in homogenous residential areas. That
urgedpeopleto live in homogenous residentialareas. Large scale privatization
especiallyin US caused loss of control. People could not take part in the
actionshappeningin cities.
Moderntimes disregard the human factor in the urban design. Briefly, it relies
onLe Corbusier's "formfollows function"principle. However, urban design has
toconsiderhuman behavior.
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Jacobs and Appleyard (1987)definethe problemsof modernsurbandesign as;
• Poor livingenvironment,
• Giantismand loss of control,
• Large-scaleprivatizationand the loss of public life,
• Centrifugalfragmentation,
• Destructionof valued places,
• Placelessness,
• Injustice,
• Rootlessprofessionalism.
Thereforethey proposea numberof goals;
• Livability,
• Identityand control,
• Accessto opportunity,
• Imaginationand joy,
• Authenticityand meaning,
• Opencommunitiesand public life,
• Self-relianceand justice.
for the futureof a good
urban environment,
Thesenew urban patternscan be observed form the changing street designs.
Asthescale of developinghas grown, there has been a parallelgrowth of "self-
contained, single-use" developments and an erosion of public street
framework.(Owens, 1993).
4.1. Economics of Urban Renewal
Thereare many different approaches for urban renewal in the world. These
approacheschange in time. One of the early examples comes from the Europe.
In nineteenthcentury, private sector forced the implementationof the urban
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renewalprojects. In fact, a lot of urban renewal projects were practiced in city
centers.Generallyurban renewalprojectsrestswith the local municipality.
Urban renewal project consists of the social and economic forces. This
organizationis a complex activity. It involves a number of agencies. Four
organizationis the most importantfor the implementationof the project.
1.Legalorganization
2. Realnecessaryresources of land, laborand capital
3.Sufficientpoliticaland communitysupport
4.Appropriateorganizationalstructure
Urbanrenewaltakes place under differenteconomic and social conditions.And
it consistsof agencies; central government departmentsand agencies, local
governments,construction firms, public private partnerships and users. Many
groupsandorganizationsconsist of differentgoals. Some group want quality in
thephysicalenvironment,another group want maximumbenefit. Because of
thischaracteristicsthe urban renewalprojecthave organicorganization.
Now,themost importantfactor of the urban renewal project is the participation
ofprivatesector. Urban renewal and redevelopmentproject initiated with the
governmentactiontillthe 1970s.
4.2. Public Participation
Now,mostof the urban renewal projectsgive priorityto participation.The major
objectivesof urbanrenewalare:
• toimprovethe urban environmentand urban layoutby replacingold and run-
downareaswith new developmentwhich is properly planned and provided
withadequatetransportand other infrastructureand communityfacilities;
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• to minimize the problems of social disruption by ensunng that adequate
arrangements are made for re-housing of domestic tenants and
compensationof business tenants;
• to achieve better utilization of land In the urban area by thinning out
populationfrom over-crowded areas and making land available to meet
variousdevelopmentneeds includinghousing;and
• inthelongterm,to avoid majorproblemsof urban decay.
Participation would reduce owners' resistance to redevelopmentand enable
themto join in the outcome of the redevelopmentproject. However, where lots
arein fragmentedownership, it is difficultto persuade a large numberof owners
to agree to redevelop and on the terms on which redevelopmentshould be
carriedout.
Nevertheless,urban renewal program should offer the option whenever
practicable,particularly to owners of single lots capable of separate
redevelopmentand to those who are financiallyand in otherrespects capable of
participating.
4.3. The Problems of Urban Renewal
Firstproblem,The increasingdilapidationof parts of the urban area. Many land
lots are in multiple ownership. To assemble individual properties into lots
capableof comprehensive redevelopment,numerous separate legal interests
haveto be acquired first. This is difficult and sometimes impossible. The
problemmay be further complicated by the existence of defective titles and
untraceableowners.
Secondproblem,urban redevelopmentnecessitates relocationof residents and
businesses,resultingin high financialand social costs. The need to improvethe
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urban environment, relieve overcrowding, upgrade infrastructure and raIse
housingstandards
Third problem, there is a popular belief that redevelopment must be highly
profitable.This may have been the case in the past, but is no longer hue today.
The value of redeveloped properties may not cover redevelopment costs,
particularlywhen there is little or no increase, or even a reduction in
developmentdensity after redevelopment.The problem is increasing as many
low-risebuildings have already been redeveloped and obsolete medium-rise
buildingspresentfewer opportunitiesfor plot ratiogain and are more difficultand
expensiveto acquire.
Mostcritics of urban renewal have emphasized its failure to recogmze the
humaningredientsin the activity.In an urban renewal programthe housing of
lowerquality would be replaced by better structures. After reconstruction
housingareawould be improvedand the housingconditionsof the lower-income
families.And thentwo conditionsoccur:
1.Thedemandfor the new units came from families have vacated households
orfromfamilieswho would have moved in any event.
2.The dwelling units released by the families who were induced to move
becameavailable to lower-incomehouseholds who in turn were drawn into
the marketand released their homes to still a lower income group. This
processcontinueduntilfinallythe familiesoriginallydisplacedwere served by
dwellingunitsequal in number.
Afterexplainingthe basic terminologyof Urban Renewal phenomenon,we may
continuewith some case studies for understanding the urban renewal
approachesin somecountries.
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Chapter5. THE PRACTICE OF URBAN RENEWAL-SELECTED EXAMPLES
Our examples shoW" that only the local government action can channel the
benefitsof growth and the costs of decline in a renewal project. However, the
roleof the government is far differentfrom the modern times of planning. It is
learntthat the state interventiondoes not permanently solve for capital the
problem-of dealingwith populardemandsfor a higherstandardof living.
Moreover,the renewal action generallytakes place in inner parts of the cities.
This can be a historical neighborhood, a slum or a CBD. But the common
characteristicof them is all the projects initiated by a local government.
Furthermore,the renewal process mostly depend upon the spatial displacement
of lower-incomeand minority groups. This relocation process is caused
reactionsin most of the examples. However, the projectswhere the community
participationrealizedsuccessfully (like Germany example)these reactionscould
beminimized.
Wesee that the definitionof target population became an important issue in
urbanrenewalthatall of the successful exampleshave plannedfor local interest
groups.Moreover,huge relocationof poor people create a tension within the
city.
Inthischapter,Urban renewal approaches of 9 countriesfrom 3 continentswith
manycase studies are given. The countries are; USA from Continent of
America,SouthKorea, Singapore, China and India from Asia and UK, France,
SpainandGermany from Europe.
5.1. UnitedStates of America
Themostsignificantpolicyundertakenby a wide range of citiessince World War
IIwas thatof urbanrenewal.American urbanrenewal programbegan in 1949as
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a deliberatenationalpublicpolicy.This is legalisticshorthandfor the provisionof
theHousing Act of 1949.The landmark1949 Housing Act enshrined the worthy
goal of "a decent home and suitable living environmentfor every American".
Since1954urban renewal programshave changed the face of many downtown
areasand displaced millionsof low-incomecitizens.
In 1960s urban renewal was abroad in the land. Cities from coast to coast,
seized with notions of "progress" and "modernization," were gleefully
demolishingtheirdowntown,levelinghistoricbuildings, rootingout their poorest
residents.More often than not the displaced were minorities, who bitterly
nicknamedthe federal program"Negro removal."
Thecitytook advantageof poor people, uneducatedpeople who were actually
afraidto stand up for themselves.Those communitieswere not well-organized.
Theywere poor neighborhoods,but neighborhoodswhere people knew each
other.Peoplehelpedeach other.They were poor, but livable.
To focusthe urban renewal Government bodies showed great attention.And
triedto canalize great deal of money from their budgets. For instance, Urban
RenewalAuthority;is an entitythat city could use to buy and sell propertyfor
developmentpurposes, throughprofitsmade on developmentprojects.And also
supportsfinancialassistance programs.
Yet the money which came from financial assistance programs, went to
demolitionexperts,to architectsand developersand constructionworkers, to a
smallarmyof governmentbureaucratsand relocaters, and even to slum lords
'htlo'dboughtup property in the neighborhood.The money did not solve the
problemsof the poor: It simply movedthem out of sight. And in some cases, it
impoverishedthem.
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Mostof the critics concede the lethaltraumaof urban renewal had at least one
lastingbenefit. It raised consciousness about historic preservation, and led to
theformationof the numeroushistoricdistrictsthattoday ringthe downtown.
The main urban renewal areas were generally the inner city slums or blighted
areas.Urban decay is something to do with social way of life. Highly social
problemsshould be solved to overcome the urban and social decay. Practical
solutionsto costly social problemsare;
• To improvepublic healthand curb risinghealthcare costs,
• To boostthe economy,
• To improveeducation,
• To improvepublicsafety,
• To preventcrime,violenceand drug abuse,
• To rebuildthe inner city, plan and finance urban infrastructureand housing
thatimprovehealth, reduce crime, and restore a sense of community.The
administrationwould promotethe developmentof non-pollutingautomobiles
andpublictransportation,human-scale housing that discourages crime and
supportsneighborhoods in which families can grow and prosper, and the
development of more parks and green spaces. (http://www.natura/-
law.org/UrbanRenewal.htm/)
Wehavealwaysknown how to do urban renewal,but the trick has always been
howtodo itso thatthe peoplewho already lived in an area would be able to get
equityintheimprovements.
The most important criticism of urban renewal is that not thinking about
providingjobsto residentsbutgivingthe bestjob opportunitiesto people outside
so unemploymentresidents may turn to crime and drug traffic. The
concentrationsof povertyand crime in manyof these areas incubatesmiscreant
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behaviorand taxes our social fabric. That is way to overcomethe social decay,
shouldtakethe big partof the Urban renewal process.
Anotherimportantpoint is; The geographicrealitiesof metropolitandevelopment
have a common characteristic throughout North America. The automobile,
federallysubsidized transportationinfrastructure,and the "American Dream" of
thesingle-familydwelling, have segregated metropolitanpopulations into low-
densitycommuter suburbs and higher-density communities served by public
transportation.The car-full suburb provides residents with their own yards and
low-trafficstreets and public spaces amenable to children. The car-free high-
densityneighborhoodgenerally provides pedestrianaccess to restaurantsand
shops; is near the city's cultural amenities; and has easy access to public
transportation.The streets and public spaces of these neighborhoods are
bustling.
So thatvision made people leave the inner cities and tend to move to the
suburbs.Those places that people left for moving to the suburbs, had been
replacedwithpoor people who could only affordthose low rent places, and who
hadtooptto public transportation.
In general,people of similar social standing live near together. The federal
governmentpolicies,had forcedtheAfrican-Americansto remain in ghettosor in
publichousingprojectsthatwere built in ghettos,and idealAmerican families in
therichsuburbsof the country.There was no policy or plan in trying to provide
decentlivingenvironmentand equal housingopportunities.
5.1.1.LafayettePark, Detroit
LafayettePark is an example of relocation slums is an inner-city residential
developmentarea in USA. There are also good examples of urban renewal
implications.LafayettePark is one of them.
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LafayettePark is a residential redevelopment area carved out of the slum
directlyadjacent to the CBD in Detroit.The history of clearance and renewal
plansfor the project is long and complicated.After almost 10 years of delay,
constructionwas begun in accord with a design createdby Mies der Rohe. And
in 1958, the first structure, a high-rise apartment (Lafayette Pavilion) was
openedfor occupancy. About a year later, 186 single, low-rise units of the
attachedrow house type were completed.Despite theirrathercost, the high rise
unitswererentedpromptly;however,mostof the single units thatwere intended
forsaletofamilieson a cooperativebasis stoodempty.
Fig.5.1.UrbanRenewal (Detroit) Fig.5.2. Urban Renewal (Detroit)
A numberof years elapse between the first tentative designation of a
neighborhoodfor urban renewal clearance and the loan and grant contract.
Duringthisperiod,neighborhoodpeople wonder about the city's intentions,and
rumorscirculate.Detroit Housing Commission (DHC) has the task of helping
themgo.At the timeof acquisition,DHC personnelmake an inventoryof all on-
siteresidentsand collect information on their characteristics and housing
questions.
A combinationof working sessions and communitymeetingsallowed residents
to dialogueand express their opinions on the neighborhood planning.
"Outsiders"to the neighborhoodwere also oftengiven walking tours of the area
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toobtaina betterperspectiveof the issues at play. DHC organizationassisted
greatlywithtechnicaland design aspects of the revitalizationplan.
TheGoals:
• To providea frameworkfor the redevelopmentof the area that respects the
existing community by bringing the community in as a partner in the
developmentof the plan,
• To provide services, health, cultural and educational, recreational and
commercialopportunitiesthat are currently not available and to reinforce
thosethatcurrentlyexist and are desirable,
• To supporteconomic developmentanchored on the existing strengths and
successes that community residents, businesses and institutions have
achieved,
• To becomea desirableplace to live.
Fig.5.3. UrbanRenewal (Detroit) Fig.5.4. Urban Renewal (Detroit)
Summaryof LafayettePark:
1. Therentalopportunitiescan be an effectiveway initiallyto attractresidentsto
a communitywhere there is a large element of experimentation or
uncertainty.
2. Thephysicalfeatures of a dwelling are usually more readily compromised
thanthesocialcharactericsof a neighborhood.
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3. The Neighborly interactionis not confined to suburbs or slums, nor is it a
consequence of length of residence. It results from certain physical
arraignments,togetherwith shared life styles and is intensifiedby newness
andthesense of being unitedin a commonenterprise.
4. The substantial proportions of black residents are accepted if they are of
similarsocio-economicstatusand if white residentssee littlelikelihoodof the
neighborhoodbecomingpredominantlyblack in the future.
5. The differences in social class are of the most important In residential
decisions.
5.1.2. Lowell, Boston
Lowellis a working class town once dominatedby the textileindustry,and still
dominatedby mills and canals. Lowell is a town with 100000 people, some 20
milesnorthof Boston. The key to its transformationwas seeing its heritage as
anassetand not just a liability.The first improvementsto the Main Street were
madeunderthe Model Cities programin the 1970s. Pavementsand shop fronts
havebeenbeautified,with extensivetree planting, landscaped courtyards and
carparks,and period street lighting, while shopkeepers have taken up the
themeby eliminating clumsy neon signs. These efforts are now being
coordinatedby a Main Street Coordinator,appointedthroughthe NationalTrust
forHistoricPreservation.
Fig.S.S. Aerialviewof North End,
July, 1958
Fig.5.6. Same view, Sept., 1960,
completelydestroyed.
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However,the main innovationin Lowell was the designationof the town as the
firstNational Urban Historical Park in 1978. Now the National Parks Service
playsa leading role in stimulating interest in the town, with a government
investmentof over $40 million. The main facilities are provided in an
interpretationcenteron the ground floor of a 260000ft2mill,whose upper floors
havebeen converted into apartments for elderly. Attractive landscaping with
sculpture,fountainsand banners, a food hall with seven types of fast food, and
artists'galleries,provide a focal point for tourists. From there visitors can take
oneof six tours run by Rangers, who in the summer are supplemented by
students,with riders on a replica trolley car, and a canal boat. Lowell draws
some500000visitorsa year.
Perhapsthe greatest achievementhas been to persuade the developer of a
HiltonHotelto locate it downtown,by a restoredset of locks.The microcomputer
firmof Wang assisted by locating their training center opposite. Wang now
employsover 15000 people in the town. Both these new built schemes have
broughtincreased activity, and spending power to Downtown. From all
investmentsof $170 millioninvestmentthe ratioof public investmentto privateis
1/14.(Falk,N. 1986).
Fig.5.? BostonCity Planning Board's
December 1950Map of "an obsolete
neighborhood."
Fig.5.8.These verticalgrids, condominiums
and apartments,also emergedwhere once
a Communitylived.
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5.1.3.Las Cruces, New Mexico
CitizensBank of Las Cruces was the high and lone bidder on the first tract of
landoffered by the Las Cruces Urban Renewal Agency for redevelopmentin
January. Gordon Herkenhoff and Associates, engineers; Las Cruces Urban
Renewal Agency staff members; city personnel and representatives from
Maddoxand Horne, engineeringfirm, metin an effortto finalize streetand utility
plansfor the DowntownUrban Renewal project.
In 1970,The Las Cruces Urban Renewal Agency acquired seven parcels of
j.Jropertywithin the district during the month of January expending $112,300.
This brings the total amount spent for direct purchases of 124 parcels to
$2,653,350. A total of 198 plots are to be acquired. Twenty-four are in
condemnation,withothers being processed for condemnationproceedings.
The Las Cruces Urban Renewal Commissioners approved an Amendatory
requesting$3,140,346 in additional grant-in-aid funds from the Federal
Govemment,bringing the total net project cost to $12,455,247. The
Amendatoryextended the Project one year. Additional funding would provide
forstreetand utilitywork in the 94 acre Urban Renewal Downtown Project as
wellas purchasingadditional properties that were not included in the original
plan.Somepropertiesthatwere thoughtto be rehabilitablehave been found not
tobesoandowners desire to sell them.
TheCityof Las Cruces got another chance at a flood control project financed
partlyby federalfunds. The Mayor received a letter from the Army Corps of
Engineers,givingthe City the go-ahead with the project, providing it can come
upwithfundsby the end of 1970. The new Corps of Engineers districtengineer,
indicatedthatthe corps would acceptan alternatedrainageroute.
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A recommendationthat 500 units of public housing be constructed in Las
Cruces by 1972 was made to the City Commission by the Citizens Advisory
Committee in February. The statement said its purpose is to call the
Commission'sattentionto the disparitybetweenthe need for and availabilityof
publichousingfor low incomefamilies and elderlypersons here.
RelocationDepartmentActivities
The objectivesof relocationare that:
1. familiesand individualsdisplaced by an urban
renewalprojectbe providedthe full opportunit
ofoccupyinghousingthat is decentsafe and
andsanitary,is withintheirfinancialmeans
is inreasonablyavailableon convenient
locationsand a non-discriminatorybasis.
2. Displacementshall be carriedoutwith a
minimumof hardshipto siteoccupants.
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Theseobjectiveshave been foremost in the relocationof displaces within the
LasCrucesUrban Renewal Project. The relocationstaff,with assistance from
thelocalagenciesand real estate personnel,have succeeded in followingthese
objectives.
• Approximately80% of the homes previouslylocatedin the downtownproject
areawould not meet city codes as standard dwelling units due primarilyto
overcrowdedconditions.
• Variousrelocationoriented programs as outlined by HUD provided lower
incomedisplaces with necessities which would not have been available
otherwise.
• The ReplacementHousing Grant has given many owner-occupants up to
$5,000.00which,when added to the acquisitionprice of their previous home
hashelpedin thepurchaseof suitablehousing.
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5,446
7,121
118,275
92,305
132,500
52,654
$451,197
• Several persons were placed in public housing which has improvedtheir
standardof livingand loweredtheir rentexpense.
Followingis a breakdownof relocationexpendituresto date:
• SettlementCosts $ 42,896
• Families and Individuals
Movin and Stora e Costs
• AdditionalRelocation Pa ments
• Re lacementHousin Grant
• Business Movin & Stora e
• Small Business Displacement
Pa ment
• DirectPro
TOTAL
Intheyear 1970,the Local Public Agency awardeddemolitioncontractstotaling
$24,114.To date the Local Public Agency has awardeddemolitioncontracts in
theamountof $38,587. All demolitionwork by contractshas been accomplished
by local contractingforces employing local labor, therefore, retaining money
withinthe area. A total of 229 structureshave been removed to date with 33
remainingstructures to be demolished. Of the total structures removed 130
werelivingunits.
Fig.5.9.DemolitionandSiteClearancein
progresscornerof MainandMay.
Fig.5.10 Aerialviewof UrbanRenewal
ProjectArea.
A totalof 48 structuresfor rehabilitationare in the approved Urban Renewal
Plan;ofthisamount17 jobs have been startedand 12 have been completed.
Rehabilitationwork was accomplished by local contractors whereby monies
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spentremainedwithinthe local economy.A total of $67,816.00was obtainedfor
rehabilitationwork under the 312 Loan Applications. An additional$185,700.00
hasbeen spent by privateindividualstowardsrehabilitatingtheirstructures.
Summaryof Project Requirements
Thebeginningof the new 1970calendar year broughtthe entire Urban Renewal
Project.Las Cruces and Local Public Agency were consulted regarding the
workabilityof approved Urban Renewal Project to determinethat adequat~and
completeutilitysystems,trafficpatterns,streetlighting,off-streetpublic parking,
stormdrainage systems, police and fire protection systems and an attractive
CentralBusiness Districtwould be providedat completionof project.
This review,when completed, indicatedthat the then existing Urban Ren~wal
Plan did not provide all the requirements necessary for a well-designed,
completeand suitableprojectupon completion.
MainStreetwas originallyplannedfor a semi-mallwith sidewalk canopies and
vehiculartraffic. The narrow sidewalks and the narrow width of the street
plannedas semi-mallwould cause many problems in the way of trafficflow and
appearancestablishing an inefficaciousarea. To overcome this, Main Street
fromMountainAvenue to Bowman Street was redesigned to removal of all
vehiculartraffic and construct a free standing canopy the full width of Main
Streetand seven blocks in length. This canopy will be constructed whereby
60%willbe coveredand 40% will be open. The Main Street area under canopy
will berebuiltproviding landscaping with trees, shrubs, flowers, fountains, rest
areas,areasfor concerts, auto or boat shows, art displays, etc. giving a well-
balancedrestfuland enjoyable atmosphereto the Downtown Central Business
District.
Allstreetswithinthe Urban Renewal area, with the exceptionof streetsvacated
bytheCityto be incorporatedwith redevelopmentareas, have been redesigned
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to providewider streetsfor bettertrafficflow, betterdrainage for surface run-off
water,to replace old narrow, rough, uneven streets and sidewalks and to allow
fornewutilitysystems.
Fig.5.11.NewlocationCentralPlumbing Fig.5.12.Constructionunderway.
Supply.Relocation IrrigationLateral.
Contractshave been awarded by the City for the construction of new utility
systemsand it is planned for Las Cruces Urban Renewal Agency to award
contractfor all street work and the constructionof canopy for Main Street in
March,1971. It is anticipatedthrough phasing of work that street work will be
completedby the end of 1972.Another indicatorof the general economy of an
areais the record of the buildingpermits issued. The following informationwas
securedfromthe City of Las Cruces:
1970
No.of
$Pennits
NewSingleFamilyResidences
1501,857,470
NewMulti-FamilyResidences
91,744,576
CommercialStructures
401,738,630
ITOT AL 1970Pennits
199$5, 0,676
Urban Renewal in Europe ( United Kingdom, France, Spain, Germany)
TheEarlyexamplesof urban renewal in Europe were executed in the rebuilding
ofwar-damagedcities. The replacement of old buildings by new ones, the
conventionalform in which cities have always renewed themselves, is in
abundantevidence,visibleespecially in officeskyscrapers.
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Three mainkinds activitywhich dominatedthe urban renewal in Europe:
• State-ledhousingclearanceand replacementof buildings;
• A general reduction in inner-city housing and industrial densities which
facilitatedthe takeover of those areas close to the city center by more
profitableoffice and shoppingactivities;
• Redevelopmentof city centersas the densityof existingoffice and shopping
areasincreasedto meetrisingdemand.
In Francerenewal plans are incorporatedwithin general urban plans. Renewal
plansincludea detailed social, economic and physical survey of the area and
proposalsfor the new distributionof land uses as well as for the massing and
inner-relationshipbuildings. In Switzerlandthe degree of integrationis similar to
thatin France, with control of the redevelopmenteffected by the establishment
ofbuildinglines, the restrictionof the heightof buildings and the use of a floor
spaceindex. In the United Kingdom, plans for "areas of comprehensive
redevelopment"may be included in Development Plans and the proposals
shownin some detail as part of the Town Maps for urban areas within the
countries,whichare the planningauthorities.
5.2. UnitedKingdom
Theorganizationis an importantfeature for urban renewal project. Britain is a
goodexampleto explain this. Buildings come and go, their occupants change,
theuseswhich they accommodatealter, but the urban structure,the layout of
streetsand public spaces around buildings remains fixed for long periods of
time.Changein urbanstructureoccurs onlywhen a massive rebuildingprogram
isunderway. Disasters, naturalor man-made,provide such an opportunity.In
London,restructuringof large parts of the urban fabric followed the disasters of
theGreatFire of 1666, and the Blitz of Second World War, and the period of
Victoriani vestmentin railways,the Undergroundand other infrastructures.Big
Bangof 1986 is the generatorof another phase of change in the City's fabric,
reshapingnotjust individualbuildingsbut largesites.
Thatchergovernments have all but abolish planning since 1979. The idea of
bringingprivate sector into the large scale redevelopmentprojects has been
stronglypromptedby the Conservativegovernmentssince 1979.The results of
thisideawas first seen in the establishmentof EnterpriseZones and Big Bang.
(Brindley,T. Rydin,Y. Stoker, G.1996)
BigBang occurred in October 1986 with deregulationof the Stock Exchange:
theremovalof fixed commissions, a change in the way in which business is
transactedwhich requires the injectionof large capitalsums and the removal of
restrictionson ownership of brokers and dealers. This has resulted in the entry
of newcomersinto securities trading. Electronic trading was essential to Big
Bang.Telecommunicationsand wide applicationof informationtechnology are
nowfundamentalto the operationof the city as screen based tradinghas taken
overfromface to face trading.
Deregulationhas been accompaniedby increased internationalizationof the city
assecuritiesare increasingly traded on an internationalbasis. The largest US
andJapanese investmentbanks and the others have moved into the City and
expanded.British merchant banks have been merging with stockbrokers and
jobberstocomplete.These changes have significantlyincreasedand alteredthe
demandof City office space. There is growth in demand for space and
especiallygrowthin demand for large buildingsuited to the requirementsof the
biggerinvestmentbanks; large floor plans; deep column free space suited for
tradingfloors;highfloor to floor heightto giveadequate space for cables and air
conditioningducts. Much of the City's stock of office space is now obsolete,
unableto meet these requirements.Two responses from private developers
havefollowed:pressure to redevelop large sites in the City and its immediate
fringe,or escape from the City by redeveloping large sites in the City and its
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immediatefringe, or escape from the City by redeveloping large sites as
alternativelocationsfor financialcompanies.
By May 1986, a new local plan was produced radically and overtly aiming to
promoteoffice development in the City. Large scale private redevelopment's
wereincreasedwith this plan.
The Big Bang boom is rapidly changing the layout of the City and its fringe in
threeways.
• First, large buildings are being inserted into the existing urban structure
whereverpossible.
• Second, Big Bang is creatingthe opportunityof shaping large sites to new
designprinciples.
• Third,internationalizationof the City's financial institutionshas been followed
byinternationalizationof its propertyindustry.
Asa result,the characterof innercitypolicies has been changed radicallyby the
Government,with the main emphasis given the strengtheningthe role of the
privatesectorof the economy and limitingthe role of public sector, particularly
thatlocalauthorities."With this change has come less direct concern with the
socialand economic problems of inner city residents, to be replaced by an
emphasison private sector business realizing the commercial potential of
unusedinnercity land. This has been associated with a change in the spatial
focusof innercitypolicies, most clearly seen in a comparison of the Uflagships"
ofinnercitypoliciesin the late 1970sand the 1980s".(Cameron, S. 1992,p.14)
5.2.1.Glasgow, Scotland
SincetheVictoriantimesGlasgow Eastern Area has providedthe base for many
heavyandmanufacturingindustries,but by 1976 it was showing classical signs
ofinnercitydeprivationand decay. The economy was sufferingand as a result
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therewere many closures and a substantial loss of jObs for skilled and semi-
skilled workers. Slum clearance and redevelopment further disrupted local
communities.The population had declined to less than half of the 100000
residents.Many of those left behind suffered unemploymentat higher than
regionalaverages and there was also a high proportionof elderly, handicapped
andother vulnerable groups. Household incomes were low and sickness and
moralityrates high.
TheGlasgowEastern Area Renewal Project (GEAR) was launched in May 1976
as a multiagency partnershipbetween a range of public sector organizations,
withScottish DevelopmentAgency (SDA) taking on a coordinate role. The aim
of theprojectwas nothing less than to bring about the comprehensive social,
economicand environmentalregeneration of the Glasgow Eastern Area and
createconditionsfor the developmentof a balancedand thrivingcommunity.Six
basicobjectives was prepared by SDA for Glasgow Eastern Area Renewal
Project(GEAR):
• toincreaseresidents'competitivenessin securing employment,
• to arrest economic decline and realize the potentialof GEAR as a major
employmentcenter,
• toovercomethe social disadvantagesexperiencedby residents,
• toimproveand maintainenvironment,
• to stempopulation decline and engender a better balanced age and social
structure,
• tofosterresidents'commitmentand confidence.
GlasgowEastern Area Renewal Project has also had to bend its priorities to
meetheobjectivesof the Thatcher administrationfrom 1979 onwards. Private
sectorhouseholdinghas been broughtintothearea on the back of public sector
landreclamationand environmentalimprovement,supported in the early stages
byvariousgrantsand subsidies. (Brindley,T. Rydin, Y. Stoker, G. 1996,)
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Fig. 6.14. New housing is attracting
people back to the East-End.
Fig.6.13. Demolitionof old buildings in the
East-Endas partof the Glasgow Eastern Area
RenewalProject.
Forthe Glasgow Eastern Area Renewal Project, a substantial£400 million of
publicexpenditurewent on land and propertyrelatedschemes over the period
1976-86.Nearly two thirds of the total was invested in housing. This helped to
rehabilitateand modernize the existing stock and to provide a wider range of
newhousingopportunities,bothfor currentresidentsand for people returningto
thearea from other parts of the city. Additional public expenditure was on
environmentalimprovementssuch as stone cleaning, street scaping, clearing
obsoletebuildings, and upgrading derelict and abandoned land. Coordinated
withthe housing rehabilitation,this went some way towards altering popular
perceptionsof the East End. It was also one of the factors thatattractedprivate
housebuildersto the area for the first time, making it possible for residentswho
wantedtobuytheirown new homes in the districtto do so.
GlasgowEasternArea Renewal Project had a numberof other positiveeffects.
Therewas a definiteimprovementin housing standardsand amenitiesfor most
residentsas a resultof the refurbishmentprogram.Public organizationsinvolved
intheprojectensuredthatpeoplewere consultedmore extensivelythan is often
thecasein urbanrenewalschemes. People on low incomeswere not priced out
ofthearea,because the cost of the improvementswas met largely by public
subsidyand most houses stayed in public (council and housing association)
ownership.They were stillallocatedaccordingto need ratherthan abilityto pay.
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A more fundamental limitationwas the inability of the project to make much
impact on the underlying economic situation. Substantial resources were
directedtowards housing and physical renewal,but less was done to strengthen
thelocal economy or, more to raise the skills and incomes of local people. Job
lossesin the area continuedafter GEAR was established, and at a pace faster
eventhanin the rest of Glasgow. Local unemploymentrose continuouslyduring
thelife time of the project, as it did throughout the city. Recent research has
establishedthat GEAR had no noticeableeffecton economicdecline nor on the
employmentprospects of local residents. However, a range of grants and
incentives,such as LEGUP (Local Enterprise Grants for Urban Projects), have
beenusedto assist business in GEAR.
"Onlylittleeffortswas made to recruitand train unemployedlocal labor. People
whowere not in a position to look for jobs, such as pensioners, lone parents,
sickanddisable people, needed improvedwelfare benefits,which on the whole
theydid not receive. For these and other low income groups having difficulty
affordingbasic needs such as heating, the better physical environmentwas a
limitedachievement.Gentrificationhas been avoided in much of Glasgow, but
hasoccurred in many improvement areas within more prosperous cities".(
Turok,I. 1992,p.361)
Theattractionof privatesector investmentin fields other than housing has been
severelylimited.Also two points were disappointing;the first is in the provision
ofshoppingfacilities,where privatesector willingnessto investhas been limited,
nodoubta reflectionof the weak state of the local economy and low income
levelsinthearea. The second is in the fieldof Transport. (Bnndley, T. Rydm, Y.
Stoker, G. 1996)
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5.2.2.Swansea, Wales
The Lower Swansea Valley, used to be a classic example of industrial
derelictionand wasteland. By the 1960s the city's employment base was
sufferingstructuralchange. The metals industrieshad closed, also the old North
andSouth Docks had closed, and the surroundingland was largelyunused and
derelict.In 1961, 800 acres were covered by slag heaps, spoil and derelict
works.Revitalization of the city center, Lower Swansea Valley, central area
fringe and the seafront in the cornerstone of Swansea's program for
regenerationwhich is following fundamental changes in the local economy.
Developmentis proceedingfast. The centralshoppingarea has been expanded,
andnewrecreationand sports facilitiesprovided.A marinahas been built.New
housingneighborhoods have been created, and an Enterprise Zone is rapidly
developing.
A highstandard of design has been realized in most of these projects. The
lessonfromSwansea is not solely about design solutions, it is about the role of
comprehensiveplanning and implementationin the establishment of major
projectsand the role they can play in revitalizingthe city.
Theprogramhas been possible because of the physical opportunities, their
recognitionand incorporation into a comprehensive regeneration strategy, a
politicalcommitmentto, and public consensus on that strategy;and because of
widespreadCity Council and ownership and an aggressive and opportunistic
approachtowards implementation,in particularthe use of public resources of
land,financeand skill to lever furtherpublic and privateinvestment.The city of
Swansealso had a marketableproduct.
Re-useof the derelict core was fundamentalto the citywide planning strategy_
Plansfor the area saw it as an assets of attracting new and consolidating
existing,industrialand commercialinvestmentand for encouraginghousing and
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recreationdevelopment. More than this it was seen as an opportunity to
reorganizethe city's spatial structure to provide a diverse, rich core for the
suburbancommunities,and an opportunityto enhance to overall environmental
qualityand an character of the city. The aim has been to create something
special;such as, five interrelatedparks: Enterprise Park, Leisure Park, City
Park,MaritimePark and Riverside Park.
Successful revitalization needs based on local needs and opportunities. It
requirescommitmentand also flexibilityon details to enable response to new
opportunitiesand changing circumstances. In Swansea the plan has been
comprehensivebut the implementationopportunistic.All forms of public finance
andinvestmenthave been sought. Government initiativeshave been pursued,
partnershipswith privatesector have been made. There has been a corporate
approach.
LowerSwansea Valley has been resorted by a multiple approach carried
throughby an entrepreneurial city administration."Swansea has shown that
whilstin recentyears it has become very fashionable to criticizetown planning,
acomprehensivebut adaptiveplanningframeworkis a significantelementin the
revitalizationprocess". (Osborne, T. 1986,p.128).
5.3. France
Theproblemof urban renewal is not new in France. Many regulatingorders
havebeen established in the course of centuries to solve this problem.
Contradictionsof wealth and impoverishmentare startlinglyclear in majorcities.
InParis,the enduring legacy of President Mitterand, lies not in the politics of
socialreconciliationbut in monumentalarchitecturesuch as the Loure's pyramid
ofglassbyI.M. Pei and the giantoffice complex,the Grand Arch at La Defense.
Butsweepingvistas of space and grandiose buildings contrast sharply with
severeproblemsof poor housing and joblessness. Chief victimsare vulnerable
groupsof Parisians. Many are denizens of congested older quarters and low
wage immigrant African, Afro Caribbean, North African residents of
"insalubrious"slums, hostels, and isolated public housing estates on the l.Irban
periphery.
Earlyin 1996, the French Prime Minister, Alain Juppe, put forward a plan to
boost700deprivedareas witha subsidyof 15 billionfrancs, makingit one of the
largestFrench state projects in history.Reports says that the riots and unrest in
thesuburbsand some of the worst slums of Paris and French cities last year
wasa crucialfactor in his decision.
5.3.1.La Defense, Paris
LaDefense- EPAD (Independentorgan operatingunder public law chargedwith
thedevelopmentof the La Defense region) which established in 1958 is an
industrialnd commercialbody instructedby the governmentto developthe vast
LaDefenseregion (750ha). It acts on behalf of central governmentand local
authoritiesin carrying out town planning studies and executing the major
necessaryinfrastructuresworks.
Ratherthan constructingbuildings, it sells the constructionrights to investors.
Thisrepresentsits main source of finance. The EPAD ensures the financial
managementof the operation.It is involvedin local developmentsand financially
participatesin major operations such as the Grand Arche and the extension to
themetro.It is currentlyinvolved in the underground construction of the A 14
motorway.
TheEPAD is run by an administrativeboard in which central governmentand
localauthoritiesare represented in equal numbers. Central government has
alwaysexpressed its desire' to complete the La Defense operation in
collaborationwiththe privatesectorand local authoritieswithoutany contribution
beingmadebythe taxpayer.
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The first blocks appeared on the skyline in 1965. Having acquired the sites,
occupiedby some 9000 housingunitsand several hundredindustrialand artisan
establishments,the EPAD rehoused around 25000 people and created an
industrialzone.
In 1970,the constructionof the RER rail link placed Arc de Triomphe at four
minutesdistance from La Defense and demands for office space began to
multiply.In 1972, the tower blocks fell into disrepute. The oil crisis and over
productionof office spaces had a particularlynegativeeffecton La Defense.
In1978,the La Defense plan was adapted to meet new company requirements
anda thirdgenerationof more economic, naturallylit buildings incorporatingthe
latesttechnologies was born. Although officially completed in 1988, central
governmentextended the EPAD development program through to the end of
1992.The Grand Arche completedin 1989.
In 1990,the EPAD was given an importanttask that the extending the Great
Axisfromthe center of Paris to La Defense westward to the Seine throughthe
GrandArche. In 1995,QuartierValmy, locatedon the otherside of the ring road,
providingoffice space for small and medium size companies. (Info Defense,
1993,Paris)
LaDefenseis now the largest business park in Europe. Its economic power is
knownand recognized throughout the world. Of the nearly 110000 people
workingthere, over half hold executive positions. The 1200 companies
employingstaff, including a large number small and middle sized companies,
havea sharedturnoverequivalentto thatof French nationalbudget. Fourteenof
thetwentylargest French companies have their head offices in La Defense.
Thirteenof the fifty largest groups in the world, such as IBM, Mobil, Apple,
BritishTelecom,Hoechst, etc. have offices at La Defense.
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La Defense is not often thought of as a resident area. Nevertheless, 20000
peoplelive in the Business Park and 15000 in the Quartier du Parco New
housingareas locatedaroundextensionto the Great Axis will be builtin the near
future.
La Defense was created in 1958 with the construction of an architectural
masterpiece,the CNIT, with its curved, floating roof delicatelyresting on three
loadpoints.Its latest monument,the Grand Arche, is also a great architectural
masterpiece.its perfect cube weighs 300000 tons, that is to say 30 times the
massof the Eiffel Tower. Its surface is covered by 5 acres of marblepanels and
6 acresof glass, creatingan impression of extraordinarypurity.The interiorof
thecubecould envelope the Champs-Elysees in the breath and Noter Damein
height.
Betweenthese two extremes,three generationof tower blocs designed by some
of the world's greatest architects, have succeeded one another. The tower
blocksincreased in height to 200 m, based on American standards. (Info
Defense,1993,)
Parisis a citywhich has the biggesttourismincomewithapproximately$60
millionperyear.And La Defense has an importantamountin thatincome.
5.4. Spain
5.4.1.Madrid
TheCityof Madrid had large slum areas stemmingfrom the immigrationfrom
ruralareasin the 1950s and 60s. To improve living conditions,a broad based
programto transformthese run-downareas and provideaffordablehousingwas
begun.While the initial policy stemmedfrom the municipality,citizens groups
andneighborhoodassociations were organized and have since taken over the
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planningprocess. The renovationprocess has affected 30 suburbs, amounting
to38,000dwellingsand 150,000persons.
At the end of the 70s the South-eastern periphery of Madrid was a model of
southernmega city ratherthan a modern European city,surroundedby suburbs
withoutany urban amenities thatwere gatheringan increasing rural population
(around150.000persons) which lived mainlyas hired labor for the construction
sector.
Theprocess for remodeling the dwellings began with a reaction to an urban
renewalplan that includedthe expulsion of currentresidents. Land areas which
wereinitiallyperipheral had gained centralityin the course of time, increasing
theexpectationsof real estate agents with speculative interests.The move to
relocatecurrentresidents to even further out-lyingareas to allow for rebuilding
of higher priced buildings is one consequence of those types of this
phenomenon.This provoked the persons who were to be affected.The Madrid
neighborhoodassociations started a powerful movement in favour of the
dwellings.Within the frameworkof the democratictransitionin Spain, this led to
thedevelopmentof a process as singular for its public participationand public
neighborhoodcontrolas for its dimensions.
Theessential features of the remodeling of Madrid can be characterized
superficiallyas follows: renovationeffortswhich are wholly protagonisedby the
neighborhoodassociations movement in Madrid that reached its climax
preciselyas a function of this process; the permanence of the residents of the
shacksandofficiallyruineddwellings is guaranteedto stay on the same ground
whichtheyformerly occupied, without recourse to any expulsion process; the
temporaryrelocation of people is being handled by the neighborhood
associations;the neighborhood organizations control the construction of
dwellingsand suburbs; new dwellings are being builtand handed over to those
wholivein the area after the old swellings are torn down in order to prevent
problemsof occupation and generation of new uncontrolleddemands; a tight
relationbetween neighborhood organization and technicians is being built up;
therapidityof the process (less than a decade) that is the equivalentof building
a medium-sizedtown; the model of built city, under the principle of building
dwellingsby creating an entire city; the acquisitionof a new dwelling does not
exceedin any case 10 % of the renting family's income, and the rest is
supportedby the cityadministration.
Thecityadministrationacquired the necessary rights to the land and financed
therenovationprocess. In the case of Vallecas, where the dimension of the
renovationwas tremendous(12,000dwellingsand almost40,000 beneficiaries),
a mediatingbody was created- OREVASA. This body, of mixedtype, is formed
ofthe administrationand the residents (the latter being in the majority).The
managementof OREVASA allows thatthe remodelingin Vallecas is done in the
timeandplace foreseen, using adequatefinancial instruments.
Thefinancingis being done in the followingway: the neighborscontributea 5%
entryfee. The administrationthen contributes up to 20 % and provides low
interestloans over a 20 year span for the remaining 75 %. In Vallecas,
OREVASAis designinga financingmodel based upon agreementswith financial
entitiesin which the residents buy the land where the shacks once stood in
exchangefor favorable interestpaymentsfor new dwellings.
The renovationcan be seen as a success, when evaluating it globally In
referenceto theobjectivesof:
• providingadequatehousing;
• keepingthepeople on the colonized land;
• creatinga city by using criteriaof urban quality.
• verticalintegrationand social cohesion;
• abasiccoverageof basic needs;
• improvementof the qualityof, education,health,culture,and leisure;
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• developmentof intenseprocesses of social participation;
• developmentof a directiverole for residents'associations;
• totalaccess to informationand influenceon the decision makingprocesses.
Althoughthese objectives have been achieved, new problems arise for the
residentsonce the economic crisis is taken into account, and the lack of an
integrationscheme that socially integratesthe residents - not only throughtheir
dwellingrequirementsbut througheducation, employmentand other programs.
Amongtheaspects of the renovationprocess thatcould be improvedare, first of
all,thathousing policy alone does not resolve all the problems if it is not linked
to a programof integration- a city cannot be made without making citizens.
Secondly,the need to integratemorestronglyenvironmentalaspects in order to
generatea cityon the way towardssustainability
5.5. Germany
AfterWorld War " the tremendous demand for housing in Europe was met
mainlythroughnew construction.Most of the constructionwas in the form of
publichousingat the fringes of the central cities, where undeveloped land was
availablefor large housing estates. In West Germany the new estates, which
variedincapacityfrom25000 to 75000 residents,were criticizedincreasinglyfor
theirmonotony.A change in policy began with the urban improvementact in
1971.Itsmainpurposewas urban renewal in those areas.
Amongthevarietyof goals pursuedby the local jurisdictions,three are typical;
• toimprovehousingconditions,for lowerclass residentsof the innercity,
• toattractmiddleand upper classes to innercity residentialareas,
• toimprovethe infrastructureof those areas.
Thegoalof attractingthe middleand upper classes to innercityareas actuallyis
a compositeof two contributinggoals; Reducing their out migration to the
suburbsandincludingthemto moveback to the city.
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Sincethe lattergoals requirehigh qualitydwellingsat high rents, urban renewal
has been criticized as "luxury modernization"that displaces the elderly and
poorerhouseholds and reduces the total housing supply in the renewal area.
Ernpiri~1d~tafromMunich, Cologne and Frankfurtsupportthatview.
Inthelate1970~l)rt;n3nrenewalprogram~were ~l)pportedby three trend~.
• First,less federalfinancingwas availablefor large newhousing estates.
• Sec.::ong,along with criticismof the new estates came a change in esthetical
values,a nostalgiafor old buildingsand facades, reinforcingthe conservation
- restorationtrend.
• Third, by the end of the decade there was a considerable shortage of low
renthousing in big cities,especiallyaffectinglargerfamiliesand foreign labor
households.Modernizationof the old housing stock was judged to be a less
costlyway to overcome the shortage than new construction.(Hass-klau, C.
1986,Berlin)
5.5.1.Kreuzberg, Berlin
The Kreuzberg district covers an area of 10 km2 and is one of the twenty
districtsof West-Berlin and about half of the Kreuzberg's boundaries are part of
theBerlinWall. After the totalpoliticalseparationbetween East and West Berlin
in1949,West Berlinbecamethe "shopfront"of theWestern world.
Theprimeneed was to create a new city center because the traditionalcenter
wasleftat the East. Over sixty architectsfrom fourteen countries created "the
NewBerlin of the 1950's".
Thefisturban renewal programwas announced in 1963. From the mid 1970s
urbanrenewalbecame an importantfacto in Berlin's local governmentpolitics.
Upio 1980 Berlin had built 17000 new tenement flats in the urban renewal
areas,but 35000 flats were still awaiting demolition. Demolition was still the
preferredmethodof "improving"the urban environment.From 1976 onwards
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Berlinmoved away from area wide to small scale demolition.Urban planners
engagedin the rehabilitationof one area in Charlottenburgtried to set effective
newstandards for urban renewal.Demolitionof the old housing area was to a
large extent replaced by modernization and improvement of the street
environment.Participation of the inhabitantsbecame the decisive factor of a
"soft"~rbanrenewal program.
Fromtheend of the 1960s,foreignworkers and theirfamilies,especiallyTurkish
workers,moved increasinglyintoKreuzberg.They found homes in houses which
wereunderthreatof demolitionand were often in appallingconditions.From the
middleof the 1970s, the proportionof Turks rose nearly 40 per cent in some
partsof Kreuzberg. Turkish families soon started their own Turkish shops,
restaurantsand small scale manufacturingactivities.These activities intensified
withhigher unemploymentrates in Berlin which affected the foreign workers
severely_
In1978theBerlin governmentannounceda new internationalbuildingexhibition
(IBA) to be completed for 1987. Its theme was to be; "the Inner City as a
ResidentialArea". The IBA organizationwas responsible for coordinationof the
differentprojects;it can carryout research,organize seminarsor conferences.
Overthe years, the traditional urban renewal practice of demolishing cheap
tenementflats (or leavingthememptyuntil the machinerywould demolish them)
had effect.By 1981,20000 tenementflats were empty,and 80000 people were
lookingfor housing. By January 1981, 167 houses were illegally occupied.
Policestarted to eject squatters and during one demonstration ha1fof the
KurfOrstendammshop fronts were demolished. As a result of those violent the
CityParliamentpassed a programof immediatehelp for the improvementof the
emptytenementflats and supportedself-help activitiesof groups who wanted to
modernizehouses and flats.
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Fig.5.15. Polystyrene sheets are mounted
Onbuildingwalls.
Fig.5.16. New playgroundin the
Courtyard.
Thedistrictof Kreuzberg becamefamous because it was successful in fighting
againstbureaucratsand traditional urban renewal. It developed a whole set of
politicaland social self help organizationswhich set of politic land social self
helporganizationswhich set new standards in urban renewal thinking.But one
hasto be clear about one fact: most of the traditionalresidents moved away a
longtimeago. What was leftwere the poor and increasingnumberof foreigners.
5.5.2.Hamburg
Hamburgis the biggest city in Germany after Berlin. Like all German cities
Hamburghas lost population recently. Between 1970 and 1985 its population
decreasedby 12 percent. Population loss in general and to the suburbs in
particular,led Hamburg's Department of Housing to expand urban renewal
programsfor the inner city after 1976. The programs comprise demolition,
modernization,new construction, improvements in the physical environment,
andsomeadditionalinfrastructure.
Oneof the goals of the renewal program is to promote migration of young
Germanfamilies, preferablyto those who now live in the suburbs, to Hamburg
innercity.This migration is supposed to retain land in residential use - as
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opposedto conversion into office space - and achieve more efficient use of
InnerCity public infrastructure.
Fig.5.16.Ariel photofrom Hamburg. Fig.5.17. Large housing development
In Hamburg
Astheresults of the researches about those renewal programsthat, the social
characteristicsand motives of people who move to the suburbs are different
fromthoseof people who move back to the city. Generally the literatureshows
thata householdof the former type is older, has at least one child, and has an
incomeaboveaverage. Such households primarymotivesfor movingare lack of
adequatehousing in the central city and opportunity to obtain better
environmentalqualitiesand home ownership in the suburbs. In contrastback to
thecitymoversare young and more likely unmarried.They choose the central
locationfor the shorterdistances to place of work, schools, stores, restaurants,
bars,culturaland entertainmentfacilitiesand friends.
Althoughurban renewal increases the quality of housing in the inner city, all
renewalstudies in Germany have shown that there are fewer dwellings in the
areaafter renovation or rehabilitation than there were before. Thus urban
renewalhasno directinfluenceon back to the city migration,thoughit may have
a smallindirect influence by discouraging households from moving to the
suburbs.
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On the other hand, to increase housing opportunities in the inner city for
relativelyaffluent groups, who are the more easily attractedthere, would be
doneat the risk of displacing lower class residents, and that conflictswith local
planningauthorities'social policy of using urban renewal to provide housing for
lowincomefamilies. (Friedrichs, j. 1987).
5.6. South Korea
5.6.1.Seoul
In Seoul, the governmentgettingout of the business of active redevelopment.
Urban development in South Korea has been extensive, reflecting the
tremendousrates of urbanizationexperience in the country. Between 1937 and
1984,13984hectaresof land in Seoul have gone throughland readjustmentand
redevelopment,accountingfor 40 per cent of the total urbanizedland area in the
metropolitanarea. Redevelopment has eliminatedover 60000 slum dwellings
and,as a result, slum housing has declined from 32 to 11 percent of the city's
totalhousingstock.
Inthe early years, before the Korean conflict, projects were financed largely
throughgovernmentbudgets and allotmentsfrom land owners. Until the 1980s,
thegovernment's Korea Land Development Corporation (KLDC) played a
centralrolein executingresidentialdevelopmentprojects.
Inthe 1980s,middle class resistance to heavy handed public sector renewal
projectsforced the governmentto alter its urban renewal and redevelopment
policies.Now residential redevelopmentis initiated by private property owner
associations(unions). To implementredevelopmentprograms,propertyowners
froma landowner's association or union. If two thirds of the propertyowners in
theareaagreeto participatein the redevelopmentthen the union is given power
ofeminentdomain. However, these powers are not often used and owners
negotiatewith reluctantneighborsto join the scheme. It is common practicefor
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thesereluctantowners to be compensatedso that they support redevelopment
projects.When there is a full supportfor the redevelopmentschemeto the Seoul
MetropolitanGovernmentfor approval.
The redevelopmentlaw providesthat compensationbe paid to qualifiedtenants
whoare forced to relocate.The compensationcan take two forms; placementin
a publichousing unit or compensationto cover additionalcost. As of 1991, the
Seoul metropolitangovernment had over 6000 housing units available in 13
suburbandistricts which may be allocated to displaced residents. Ten SMG
housingare requiredto receive a dwellingsettlementexpense payment.Based
on the average monthlyper capita housing expense of Seoul residents, each
householdmember is to receive three months'compensation. In addition,each
householdreceives compensationfor movingexpenses.
UrbanRedevelopmentin Seoul is marketdriven with the governmentproviding
littlein the way of direct subsidies. "Compensation of land and housing is
negotiatedand based on market determined values. Displaced tenants are
providedwith modest relocation assistance and are expected to pay market
ratesfor their new units. In no case do they receive in-kind compensation". (
Dowall,D. 1994,p.1497)
5.7. Singapore
InSingaporein 1959, over 250000 people lived in dilapidatedpre-war housing
and300000people occupied shacks and huts. Most of the slum areas were in
andaroundthe central area and were covered by rent control. Most units were
severelydilapidatedand slum land ownership was highly fragmented, making
landassemblydifficult.
Largescale redevelopment In Singapore began during the 1960s and still
continues,in modified from, today. Control of land is obtained through
Singapore'sCompulsory Land Acquisition powers. Under the law URA can
acquireland for public purpose, owners of to be acquired properties cannot
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challengethe acquisition process. They can, however, challenge the level of
compensationofferedfor the properties.
The acquisition process is complemented by a resettlement program. In
principle, every household requiring relocation IS offered altemative
accommodation.In 1957,a ResettlementDepartmentwas establishedto handle
relocationand resettlement. Since its inception, 230000 resettlementcases
have been cleared. Sitting tenants are served notice of the intention of
redeveloptheir area and theyofferedthe choice of movingto another rentalflat,
or the purchase of a new unit. There is never any guarantee that the sitting
tenantwill be permittedto retumto the site. If they opt to purchase a flat,they do
notgeta price discount, and the interestrate and the termof the mortgageare
thesamefor anotherqualifiedSingapore citizens.
Compare to Hong Kong and Seoul, Singapore has the most effective
resettlementprogram. Affected households in public housing redevelopment
projectsare providedwiththe optionof takingeither replacementrentalhousing,
or purchasing a new unit. Households having huts and improvements are
providedwith cash compensationfor the loss of their assets and they receive a
disturbanceI transport allowance. The system of compensation seems to be
wellreceivedand there is a high incidence of households opting to purchase
newunits. Between 1974 and 1985, the percentage of all redevelopment
resettlementhouseholds optingto purchase new units increased from 69 to 92
percent.
By combining an effective resettlementprogram with an aggressive housing
deliverysystem,the govemmentof Singapore has made impressive strides in
urbanredevelopment.It has been able to skillfully balance public, community
andprivatesector interests. Over the past decade, its redevelopmentefforts
havesoughtto stand on their own financial bottomand govemment no longer
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channelsdeep subsidies into projects.As a result, redevelopmentin Singapore
is nowmarketdriven. ( Dowall,D. 1994)
5.8. China
Outof the most wrenching problemsfaced by "transitioneconomies" is how to
deal with housing and urban redevelopmentproblems. People's Republic of
China has staggering housing shortages and urgent needs to modernize its
cities.Urban housing in China is overcrowded, poorly equipped and very bad
conditions.The typical urban household has 6.84 sq. m of living space per
personand over 30 per cent of urban households have 4 sq. m per person.
Nearly8 per cent of households are classified as "inconvenienced",meaning
that some household members must share bedrooms with other family
members.On average, 45 per cent of urban households have water taps
availablefor their exclusive use. Many neighborhoodsare severely blightedand
poseserious health risks to residents. Despite the impressive levels of new
housingconstructionsin Chinese cities, there is still a massivejob to be done to
redevelopinner cityareas.
Chinese urban redevelopment policy IS governed by following four key
principles;
• in-kindversus cash compensationfor housing,
• maximizationof on-site provisionof replacementhousing,
• developerexactionfor the provisionof communityfacilities,
• impositionof fees and taxes on the redevelopmentprojects.
Thehighincidence of in-kind and on-site resettlement,heavy requirementsfor
theprovisionof communityfacilitiesat no cost to local districtgovernments,and
thepaymentof numerousfees, taxes and charges make it difficultfor real estate
developmentcorporationsto undertakeredevelopmentprojects. Unless they are
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permittedto redevelop cleared sites at substantiallyhigher densities, projects
are financially feasible only if the price of commodity housing or commercial
space can be aggressively marked up to provide enough revenue to carry the
costof projectdevelopment,includingthe vision of replacementhousing.
The most critical determinant of the financial determinant of the financial
feasibility of redevelopment projects is how the owners and tenants of
demolishedhousing are compensated. The key dimensions of compensation
include:the size, quality and location of the replacementhousing; and in the
caseof on-site replacementof dwellings,whether temporaryaccommodationis
provided.In virtuallyall cities in China, redevelopmentbegins with careful and
protracted negotiations between current tenants and the real-estate
developmentcompany over propertycompensation.While practices vary from
cityto city,the principlesare similarand are dictatedby municipalor provincial
statute.
Inmostcases, compensationprovided to households located in these areas is
madeon an in-kind basis and rarely reflects the economic value of either the
demolishedor newly provided units. It is quite common that the value of
replacementunitsfar exceeds those of demolishedunits.Because the emphasis
on in-kind contributions and the concept of exchanging property rights as
opposedto financial compensation, resettlementand relocation payments are
biasedheavilyin favour of the sittingtenant.The financial implicationsof in-kind
contributionsare enormous and undermine the financial feasibility of the
redevelopmentproject.
To compoundproblems, most cities require or encourage the provIsion of
replacementhousing on-site. Since redevelopmentpolicies provide for in-kind
replacementof demolished housing with no payments provided to the existing
ownersand require developers to build and transfer substantial new public
facilitiesat no cost to local and districtgovernments,all redevelopmentprojects
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arefinancedthroughthe sale of new commodityhousing and commercialspace
producedon the site. By forcing developers to provide on-site replacement
current government policies represses the financial feasibility of potential
redevelopmentprojects; the more on-site replacementhousing a must provide,
thefewerunits the developercan sell to recovercosts.
In most redevelopment projects, households are provided with on-site
replacementhousing. Such a policy is extremely burdensome for several
reasons.If a site has a higherpotentialuse, say for commercialoffices or retail
facilities,it will always be financiallyadvantageous to resettle households off-
site,sinceall space in the projectcould be sold at considerablyhigh prices. But
evenundercircumstanceswhere the new housing units are replacedand where
thesales price of commodityhousing in such projects strictly limitedto cost-
recovery,off-site resettlementmaystill be advantageous.
If off-site replacement housing can be provided for sitting tenants less
expensivelythan on-site provision, relocation will always be financially
advantageous.Off-site replacementcosts are usually lower per square meter
thanon-site cost because off-site projects are usually lower density (6 story
versushighrise), builtwith lower cost materials,utilize low-cost suburban land
anddo not require the provision of temporaryhousing. In order to implement
successfullyoff-site relocation, real estate development companies offer a
varietyof inducement is to increase the allocation of replacement space to
householdselecting to relocate. For example; in Shanghai and Guangzhou,
householdsagreeing to relocate to suburban areas are provided 20 to 30
percentmorespace.
China'surban developers must provide replacement housing, community
facilitiesand pay various fees and taxes for the right to redevelop property.
Administrativerules for providingreplacementhousing simplydo not in any way
mirrorlocationalor marketfactors which determinemarketprices, and there is
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ample evidence that many very run down residential blocks cannot be
redevelopedbecause the shadow or administrativelydeterminedprices exceed
thecurrentsite value of the propertyin its highest and best post-redevelopment
use. Residential developments simply can not proceed because current
regulationsmake it too expensive.
In marketeconomies, redevelopmentoccurs when a site's economic value,
whendeveloped intoa new use, is higher than the currentvalue of the site and
theimprovementson it. ( Dowal/,D. 1994)
5.9. India
5.9.1.Indore City
Thegrowthof Indore as a commercial centre resulted in a influx of migrants,
mostof whom settled into slums along the banks of the Khan and Sarawati
riverslocatedin the heart of the city. The urban sewerage system served only
fivepercentof the city's population; untreatedsewage and solid waste were
dischargeddirectly into the rivers, creating unhygienic conditions. The Slum
Networkingof Indore City is a community-basedsanitationand environmental
improvementprogramme that regards urban slums not as resource-draining
liabilitiesbutas opportunitiesto makesust9inablechanges and improvementsto
thecityas a whole. Devised and pioneeredby the engineerHimashu Parikh, the
successand sustainabilityof the networking concept was made possible by
bringingtogether communities, governments, NGOs, and industry for its
implementation.Parikh took advantageof the location of 183 of Indore's slums
tointroducean efficient infrastructurepath for sewerage, storm drainage and
fresh water services that followed the natural river courses. These
improvementswere realised through innovative and low-cost Engineering
solutionsand implementedat two levels: at the city level, a main sewarage
arterywas constructedalong the riverbank,at the slum level, dwellers paid for
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andbuilttheir own privatetoiletswith connectionsto water and sewerage lines.
As an incentive,a stategovernmentordinancegave the slum dwellers long-term
landleases. Improvedroads, water services, sewage treatment,the cleaning of
therivers,the installationof streetlights and the buildingof communityhalls led
todramaticimprovementof the qualityof life in the slums. Earlier projects had
providedcommunitytoiletsand washrooms, but sharing such facilitiesgave rise
tocommunalriots and women who frequentedthe toiletswere often subjected
torapeor assault. By upgradingthe houses and equippingthemwith individual
toiletsandwashrooms,the slums are now virtuallycrimefree.
Fig.5.18.Slum NetworkingOf IndoreCity, Fig.5.19. IndoreCity
Theslumare now virtuallycrimefree. The slum Networkingof Indore City has
transformedthe environmentand improved the quality of life by providing a
cleanand liveable habitat for its citizens. Himashu Parikgraduated from
CambridgeUniversity, where he obtained both his bachelors and masters
degreesin engineeringsciences with honours. In 1982, Mr. Parikh established
HimanshuParikh Consulting Engineers in Ahmedabad, India. The practice
offersconsultancy services in urban planning, infrastructure design and
environmentalupgradingwithan emphasis on urban low-incomeareas. He has
heldvariouspositionsoutside his practise, includingprofessor at the school of
Planningand Technology in Ahmedabad, and visiting lecturer at the Human
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settlementsmanagementInstitutein Delhi. Mr. Parikh has been the recipient of
severalawards includingthe Fazlur Khan InternationaltravellingFellowship for
excellencein structuralengineering in 1985, the united Nations world Habitat
Award for Urban DevEJltopmentin 1993, and the Habitat " Best Practice
recognitionfor Slum Networkingin 1996.
Technical Data:
Client:Indore DevelopmentAuthority
Planners:Himashu H. Parikh
Fundingand Monitoring:United KingdomOverseas DevelopmentAdministration
Design: 1987to 1995
Construction:1989and ongoing
Numberof slums: 183
Totalslumarea: 800 to 1000 hectares
Numberof households covered:80,000
Populationcovered:over 500,000
Cost:INR 600 million(US$ 15,600,000)
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6.1. Rehabilitation Projects
6.1.1.Ye,kep Urban Design and Rehabilitation Project
Squatterhousing firstlyappearedat the 1950s, as a resultof rapid urbanization.
Thosepeople,who immigrateto the large citiesfrom the countryside,builttheir
ownsquatterhouses for accommodation. Preventation or control of this new
formationhad been neglectedby the centraland local governmentsand further,
theyhad seen as a vote potential.Day by day squatterhouses around the city
ruinedthe city life, its environmentand aesthetics. Also, the exemption and
amnestylegislationletthemgrow moreand more speedily. Ironicallytoday more
thanhalf of the housing units is squatter housing in the Turkish metropolitan
cities.
Whileentering to a new urbanization era, rapid urbanization to the stable
urbanization,the squatterproblemshave startedto be seen as a primaryurban
problem,and urban regenerationhas been seen as a sufficientmethodor tool to
overcomethatgiantproblem.Taking in to considerationof the past regeneration
experiencesin the squatter zones, we should feel that we must find out new
formulations.Firstly squatter problems tried to be solved by improvement
developmentplans. But those types of plans caused more problems at the
renewalprocess. Secondly, piecemeal developer oriented renewal caused
newlybuiltbut also dilapidatedand areas with lack of green spaces and car
parks,recreationspaces, etc. A big amountof rehabilitationdevelopmentplans
eithercouldnotbe implementedor realizednew problemsites.
InAnkaraYe~kep project, a new approach have taken into consideration. In
$entepe17000 squatter houses had been exempted in 1983 and with the
rehabilitationdevelopment plan, they gained four-story building construction
permit.But not enough attraction to that site caught the attention of the
developers.Because of the lower profitsfor the developers and de-fragmented
ownership,onlya few squattersredevelopedintothe apartmentblocks. Contrary
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to that many squatter owners had added new components to their buildings
illegally.
Fig.6.1.Ye~kepRehabilitationProject Fig.6.2. Aerial Photo from $entepe.
All thoseproblems attractedChamber of City Planners attentionto the $entepe.
Chamberof City Planners provided the participationof $entepe inhabitantsand
Yenimahallemunicipalityto the Ye~kep Urban Design and RehabilitationProject.
Thegoalsof this projectwere;
• Determiningthe needs of the quarter by analyzing the existing building and
legalsituations.
• Proposingan alternativetransformationmodelfor $entepe and the other similar
quarters.
• Providingparticipationfor the inhabitantsso that they can put their needs into
theprojectand have knowledgeaboutenvironment,and projectorganization.
• Proposingan alternativelow-rise redevelopmentapproach, contraryto high rise
redevelopmentand rehabilitatingthe squatters and integrate them into the
sustainableenvironment.
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• Providing an alternativethat conserves the housing stock that even how
muchit can be dilapidated.
• Providing a discussion platformbetween the scholars and practitionersthat
whose interestarea relatedto thatsubject.
InYe~kepproject,a great importancehad been given to the urban design. This
projectcan be called as a first project that brings out urban design concept to
theurban rehabilitationdevelopmentplans. And shows that urban design is not
a planningtool only suitable for holiday villages or recreationareas or central
businessdistricts,and also an importanttoolfor rehabilitationof squatterareas.
Fig.6.3. Ye~kepRehabilitationProject Fig.6.4.The womenlearnttheskillsthat
their need for the job by taking a
course.
Oneof the most importantelements of the project was participationin every
stageof the process. And a wide range of participationfrom inhabitants to
universities,local and central governmentto NGOs tried to be providedfor the
project.The project still goes on but not any particular positive results or
implementationof the projecthad been seen yet.
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6.2. Redevelopment Projects
6.2.1.Dikmen Valley Redevelopment Project
DikmenValley Project is one of the multi dimensional urban renewal projects
and is an important component of the Ankara metropolitanarea cultural and
recreationalsystem.A study for the projecthas startedby October 1989,and is
stillcontinuing. This project is the biggest squatter settlementrenewal project.
In this valley there were 2000 squatter dwellings and approximately 10000
peoplehad lived.
Themajorobjectivesof the projectare definedas;
• To maintain cultural, recreational,commercial and social center which will
servethe whole cityand become a well planned contemporaryurban part of
thecity,
• To generate a green corridor including open and recreationalareas which
makeimportantcontributionsto eliminationof the inadequacy of open and
greenspaces in Ankara,
• To provide healthy and high quality housing areas with upgraded urban
technical and social infrastructure by using basically self financing
mechanismsand participatoryplanningapproaches,
• To identifyall the stake-holders and to give them right to participate in
processesof the project as they are influencedfrom this change directlyor
indirectly,
• To operatepublic privatesectorcollaboration.
The Ankara Greater Municipality has designed an inter organizational
collaborationmodel. Metropol imar Joint Stock Company has been established
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bythe localgovernmentsas a jointlyowned companyin order to takecare of the
projectpreparationand urban managementprocesses. The reason behind this
collaborationis that problems in the valley require the resources of several
stakeholders- those individuals, groups and organizations, because they are
directlyaffectedby actionsof the others. (KovanCI, P. 1996)
Fig.6.5. Locationof Valleys in Ankara.
About2200squattersexisted in the valley. About 1500 of these squatterswere
builtbefore1985over eitherpublicor privateland.They benefitedfromthe 1985
AmnestyLaw for unlicensedconstructionsand thereforeconstitutethe figure for
whichtheMunicipalityhas to consider resettlementin the projectarea.
Thepeoplepresentlyliving in the valleyshall benefitfroma general upgradingof
theirlivingconditions.For the peoplewho live on the two side of the valley, the
projectwillcreatea beautifulfront yard.They will provideby new urban facilities
intheirimmediatevicinity.The valley has a very rigid barrier betweentwo sides
wheretwodifferentincome groups are settled.This severe segregationof social
groupsis furtheraggravatedby the total lack of any physical spatial means of
connection.
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At the beginning the stakeholders did not want to participateto the renewal
schema,because for about 40 years the municipalitywanted to remove the
inhabitantsfrom there. But after a while they assured that the municipalitynow
considertheir situationand tries to establish a schema that they can profitfrom
it.So mostlyof themparticipated.
Fig.6.6.Housing Buildings in Dikmen
ValleyProject.
Fig.5.? Play Garden.
Inthestructuringprocess, the project managementcompanyhas designed the
plansand the programs.The project managementcompany formed brochures
whichdescribe the project are being distributedto the valley dwellers. Under
thesecircumstancesvalley dwellers have established cooperatives.Leaders of
cooperativeshave been representing the dwellers. They discuss and make
decisionswith the members of the municipality. For example dwellers have
givenpetitionsto the municipalityabout the under organizationof the institutions
duringthedemolitionof the houses.
"Forthepeoplewho constructedtheir squattersbefore 1985 legally deserved a
housingunitand theyjoined the schema. But the organizationdid not ignore the
tenantsand the people who built their squatters after 1985 and municipality
prepareda plotwith infrastructurein another part of Ankara for those people to
build their own dwellings. As a result of housing policy of social democratic
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housing units in the project are planned according to the real necessity
of luxury consumption. And for financing of the squatter dwellings
tationsome commercialunits aroundthe valley and culturebridge in the
of the valley are planned."(Ozbay,A. 1992,p.68)
01 imar Joint Stock company established with a collaboration of
pality,stakeholdersand developers,butaftera while 99% of the company
ed by the municipality.So one of the objective of the project that IS
ationnow seems to be lost.
/1000 scale development plan approved by the City Council have
ined the type of developmentsin the DikmenValley. The table shows the
tionof land amongdifferentuses.
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6.1. Land use in DikmenValley Project.
18 ha. of the area is the first applicationzone. The housing units line the
in two directions. One extending parallel to Yukan Ayrancl, Ho~dere
e andthe otherto DikmenAvenue. There are eightapartmentcomplexes.
theYukan Ayranci sectionnamed Kardelen,Age1ya,Yasemin. There are
nt numbers of housing blocks in each complex; 4 in Kardelen, 4 in
min,3 in Age1ya,2 in igde, 5 in Palmiye, 3 in Itlr, 5 in KaYln and 3 in IIgln.
aretwohousing unitsat each blocks are 7-storyeach. The constructionof
Dusingunits, 178 are the original settlers of the area(44.06%), 134 are
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rented(33.17%),9 had been sold to people from other parts of the city(2.23%),
66are owned by the municipality(16.34%),12 dwellingunitsare vacant(2.97%).
404housing units had been built by Met-Ok JS Company, Dikmen Bridge and
housingtowers had been builtby GOnel in~aatJS Company, 1. and 2. regional
road,infrastructurehad been builtby OzgO in~aatCompany.
Fig.6.8.Housing buildingsin DikmenValley Project.
Despitemany significant goals, objectives, and positive instruments of the
projectpreparation and urban management aspects, today the continuing
processis quitedifferentfromplanned and desired process. The most important
indicatoris the high rise and high density residential uses and the increased
supplyof luxuryhousing for speculativepurposes. These speculativepurposes
havechangedthe general plannedframeworkof the project.This attitudealso
leadsto a disintegration between existing housing pattern and planned
residentialreas. The projectarea has returnedto be a speculativehousing site
inthe urban land market since a new administrationwas elected in 1994
(Kovancl, P. 1996).
6.2.2.Portakal Cieegi Valley Redevelopment Project
PortakalCigegi Valley is an area approximately 11 hectares, situated in the
proximityof high income residential areas, modern shopping centers and
embassybuildingsin Ankara. The valley is at the southernand highest pointof
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Ankara. The valley is at the southern and highest point of Ankara and joins a
seriesof valleys, that are DikmenValley, Segmenler Park, Botanik Garden. In
respectof the area PortakalCi<;egis the second largestvalley in the region.
Thefirstparcellationplan for Portakal Ci<;egiValley was made in 1950.Treasury
hadowned almost all the valley before this plan. According to this plan, private
ownershiphad been increased. Increasing private ownership had encouraged
speculativeactivities.Before the project nearly two people who boughtthe land
forthespeculativeaims owned one quarterof the valley.
After1950s by the rapid urbanization,many squatterhousings appeared in the
valley.In 1970s the number of squatter settlements reached to a maximum
number.Then with the increasing land values and by the high incomefamilies,
who started to settle down around the valley. It caused squatter settlement
reduction.Luckily, because of the existing of the squatter houses private
landownersdid not build any buildings. And then landowners waited with a
greaterspeculativeaim, only people around the valley used their development
rights.
In 1985, all construction rights were cancelled and the whole valley was
designatedas green area. However, this plan could not be implemented
becauseof lack of financial funds of the Municipalityto effort the expropriation
costsand the lack of an alternativemodel to solve this problem. (Gokbulut, O.
1995).
Implementationof the conventional compulsory purchase was impossible for
PortakalCi<;egiValley. So instead of this conventional model the new
contemporarymodel should be the sharing of the profits that comes from the
project,and it is implementedin this project.Portakal Ci<;egiUrban Development
Projectis one of the green area projects of the municipality.Public and private
partnershiphad tried to be established by project management and land
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development.Also the model of this project is planned to be a self-financing
model.
Fig.6.10.Vacantlands: accordingto
Project proposed by Porta~.
In 1991, Porta~ Joint Stock Company was established. Porta~ had an
organizationof land development,projectmanagementand urban renewal.49%
oftheequityis owned by the Municipality,the remaining51% of the shares are
ownedby the developer and the people possessing land in the area and
participatingin the project, no single shareholders has a full majority. The
simplifiedprojectprocess table is given below.
Thesuccess of the projectdepends on the consensus among different interest
groups.Therefore, the realizationof this project involveda very long negotiation
period.The participatinggroups have differentexpectationsabout the project.
Themunicipalitywould like to create a contemporaryculturalcommercialcenter
andhighqualityhousing and infrastructurein the valley. And also municipality
mainlywantedto implementthe projectwithoutany compulsory purchases and
withoutinvestingbig capital.
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PROJECT PROCESS J
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TYPE
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AIID THE ADMllllSfRATORS
IIUlIIC1PAliTY
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DEVELOPER
Table6.2 : Project Process(Goksu, F. 1994)
The landownerswanted to share the profits that come from the project, and
beingin the administrationof the Project Company. The developer would be
involvedin realizingsuch a prestigious,profitable,complexurban projectwithout
investinga big capital and withouttaking great risks. Squatterdwellers have no
legalrightsand lived in an unhealthyenvironmentso they wanted to get lots in
theplannedarea. City dwellerswanted to obtainmoregreen areas, abolishment
oftheunwholesomeinfrastructureconditionsin the area.
Themeetingswith the landownersorganized by the entrepreneur,planners and
projectmanagersshowed the importanceof the collaborationto obtain positive
andconstructivesolutions from the project. It took eight months to reach a
consensusamongthese differentinterestgroups.
"Threesignificant opportunities were provided for those squatter dwellers,
withoutmakingany difference between tenants and house owners. First of all
250 m2 lots were provided with complete infrastructurein the Karapurc;e.The
1/10 of the cost was to be paid in advance and the rest would be paid in
installmentwithin10 91
installmentwithin 10 years. Also sample design projects and building permits
givento them. Secondly, costs of demolitionof their houses were immediately
paidto them.Lastly, the squatterdwellerswere allowedto retaintheirwreckage.
Theymovedto theirnew houses in 20 days".(Gokbuluf, O. p.75, 1995).
Theexpensesof project expenditureswould be covered by the contractors.All
theinvestmentup to then had been covered by the investor.The rentswould be
distributedto the shareholders according to their shares. In other words the
rentswould be taken from the constructor in returnfor flats. This profitwould
alsobedistributedto the shareholders.The estimatedcost of the project in 1993
was45millionUSD.
At the beginning landowners did not want to collaborate but after the
negotiations,landownersconfidencehad been strengthenedand followingbasic
principlesof this negotiationestablished, and only two big landowners did not
participated;
• Noneof the landowners neither the municipalitynor the persons allocated
anyfundsfor the realizationof the project,that is, the projectwould create its
ownfunds,
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• Treatingeach square meter of all the lots in the valley equally, disregarding
theirlocationand any developmentrightgrantedthemin the past.
• Reducingthe developmentratio in the valley, however,compensatingthe loss
of the landowners by creating an environmentwith high urban standards and
highqualityconstructions.
• Maintaining80% of the valleyas a green area.
• A boardof directors and auditingcommitteewill be made up of the developer,
representativeof the landownersand the membersof the municipality.
• The propertywill be allocated to the shareholders through a points system
accordingto the Law of ApartmentOwnership. For this allocation,priorityof the
pointsfrom the smallest shares. The profit of Porta!? will be distributed
accordingto the percentageof the shares that are in proportionwith the size of
thelots.
The landowners will receive a share from the gross area of buildings
correspondingto 0,50 of their lots plus a share fromthe corporateprofit.
• Therealizationof a culturaland commercialcenterto be open publicusage.
Thisprojecthad been designed with a flexible and dynamic design approach.
Generalobjectivesof the design are; (Goksu, F. 1994)
• Atleast70% of the valleywill be plannedas green activities,
• Naturalwaterflow will be preserved,
• Greenspaces will be plannedto meetthe recreativeneeds of Ankara citizens,
• Thelandscape design at the green space should be suitable for improving
climateof Ankara positively,such as arboretum,threes of Ankara etc.
• Therewillbe a building(thatis Ansera), which serves as a landmark,
• InAnseratherewill be commercialand socia-culturalactivities,
• Housingblockswill be luxuryand will contain indoor car parks, swimmingpools
squashsaloon,etc.
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• Transportationsystemwill be integrativeto the existingstructures,
• Urban image points such as squares, urban terraces, valley entrances,urban
waterfalls, Urban stairs, etc.will be stressed in the project,
• Generalparking lots and urban infrastructureswill be provided,
• Projectwill not only consider the project area, it will also tries to consider its
surrounding.
Threeconstruction firms under took the implementationof the project, one for
constructionof building blocks, one for construction of landscape and one for
constructionof Ansera cultureand commercecenter. The constructionwas begun
in1992.The area of each residential unit would be 130-160 m2 in the block. 55
newdwellingunits would be built in three apartment blocks and a few low rise
apartmentblocks would be distributed to the landowners, municipality and
constructor.
OWNER NUMBER OFBERAREAAREA
LOTS
SHARESM2M2
~unicipality
272758.753
PrivatePerson
418046 39842.0
reasury
22.3 42.0
i~Bankasl
33 693
TOTAL
7311111 . 791
Table6.3. Property DistributionBeforeThe Project. Source: G6ksu, 1991.
"Thefinancingof the project wanted to be a self-financing one. But even for the
self-financingprojects there is a need for starting budget. In this project, until
Porta§establishedthe Developer Company accepted to cover all the expenses.
AfterPorta~established,total 1,090,000USD expenses had been covered by the
housingblocks Constructer Company and the rest of the expenses had been
coveredbytheforeign loans". (Goksu, F. p.79, 1994).
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The projectfaced with vast reactions.The Chamber of Architects was applied
to the court and present plot ratio area changed from 1,20 to 0,60. After that
reduction all the shares in the company changed but the promises to the
squatterowners, tenants and landownersstayed still. Before the 1994 elections
theentrepreneursold his share to the municipality,so he guaranteedhis future
about the project. Also private shareholders transferred their shares to
municipalityand got their titledeeds. So all the shares of the firm owned by the
municipality.The projectcontinuedat the new municipaladministrationperiod.
6.2.3. GECAK ( Gecekondudan Cagda~Konuta ) Project
Ge98k has been proposed by the Municipality of Cankaya for solving the
squatterhousing problem. A model of building cooperative was supported.
Cooperativeswere to solve the problems between property owners with share
differences.This projectwas put intoapplicationto be terminatedon 25.7. 1993
Gel;akProjectwas developedwith threebasic principles:
• To preservethe squattersin theirexistinglocations;
• To changethe urban structure;
• Organizationof the squattersin cooperatives.
Inthisprojectthe cooperativesand the municipalityare the two parties coming
faceto face in all projectdiscussions. Later a protocolwas signed between the
Municipalityof Cankaya and The Union of Building Cooperatives of Ankara
SquatterImprovementon the ExistingLocation on 4 March 1994.
The GECAK projecthas been applied in four differentareas of intervention;
1. The old developed areas. (30-40 years residents). These parcels of land
wouldbe transferredto the municipality.And then the dwellers organized in
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cooperatives. The residents become owners of housing units in the same
locations. Every squatterwould own a dwelling unit. The municipalitywould
have land for the public services. Koza Street is an example to this type of
applicationof GECAK. In 1990, 90 housing units have been built,600 more
will be added soon.
2. GECAK is applied to improvementareas. The propertiesof the squatters in
improvementareas are divided into shares with the municipality.There can
be 3-4 shares on a 800-1000 m2 plot of land. The municipalityof Cankaya
applies GECAK in order to solve these problems. The Municipalitygathers
the parcels and encourages people to organize in cooperatives. The
examples of this type of application are in Huzur, Ylldlz, Cevizlidere and
Cukurca.
3. A thirdapplication is in the squatterhousing areas. Improvementplans have
been applied as in Karaplnar, G6kku~agl,$ehitler, Ata Neighborhoods.The
municipality gathers the parcels and urges people to organize in
cooperatives.The municipalityhas accelerated its 1/1000 plan revision in
order to transform these projects in the scale of parcels. This process
becomesmore difficultthanthe previoustwo. This can be done with the help
ofcooperatives.
4. The last GECAK area is the developed neighborhoods with low rate of
urbanization.These neighborhoods do not fit to a contemporary urban
structure.Cooperatives are seen as theonlyway of improvingthese areas.
Process of the GECAK Project;
I First,theprojectsare all large-scaleprojects.(2000 housingunits.)
I Secondly,they workwith big housingcontractorslikeTEPE and MESA.
I Thirdly, they develop citizen participation in project evaluation within a
systemof cooperatives.
I Fourthly,they give 90-100m2houses. They satisfy the needs of people to
makethemlive in a contemporaryenvironment.
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• Fifth,They consider the social aspects of planningand this is reflectedon the
area with the helpof cooperatives. For instancein DikmenValley Project the
basic aim, creating a green area, improvementof the squatterhouses was
an auxiliaryaim. DikmenValley project lack of this consider social aspects.
• Sixth, They try to give houses to the participants.In other word the dwelling
unit which will be sold to a person mostlyfrom another income group by a
contractorand the dwelling unit of the squatterwill be close to each other,
sometimesin the same apartmentblock. This will preventghetoization.
• Lastly, they do not think that project participants will sell their houses.
Because they have made a lot of meetings, 2-3 times a week in order to
makethese people devotedto this area.
Occasionally,all squatters in the project areas are willing to participate.There
are one or two people who did not accept to be organized in a cooperative.
Thesepeoplewere relocatedin an improvementarea by the municipality.
As a matterof fact, squatterhousingareas appear to be most problematicareas
.transitionareas show differentcharacteristicsfrom squatterhousingareas.
1. They compose of apartmentblocks rather than 1-2 storey houses, in this
respecttheir renewal is moredifficult.
2. Theirpopulationscan notbe organizedeasily.
3. There are differentvalues, therefore, those areas are not easy to manage
underan administrativestructure.
High-risebuildings constructed through build-and-sell type of housing. On the
otherhand, squatter housing areas were created with the aim of owning a
shelter,transform to be areas of rent with the entrance of build-and-sell of
constructioninto the area. In fact, housing is a basic need. It becomes the
subjectof speculation.
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As a result, our examplesshow , the localgovernmentalactioncan channel the
benefitsof growth and the costs of decline in a renewal project. Common
characteristics of our examples are all the projects initiated by a local
government.The renewal process mostlydepend upon the spatial displacement
of lower-income. This relocation process is caused reactions in most of the
examples. And the projects, where the community participation realized
successfully,these reactionscould be minimized.Participation,decentralization,
localizationand civil societiesare very importantin contemporarytransformation
processof cities.Within this perspective urbanrenewal projectappearwith their
predeterminedproblemsand participantsdirectlyinterveningintothe process.
And other important factors, the definition of target population became an
importantopic in urban renewal.All of the successful examples have planned
forlocal interestgroups. But, huge relocationof poor people create a tension
withinthecity.
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Chapter 7.
PROJECT
CASE STUDY UZUNDERE (IZMIR) URBAN RENEWAL
Especiallyas it has seen in the developing countries, the mostly flow of the
publicfrom the rural areas to urban areas is the most importantfactor in the
increasingof the urban factors. The lack of the house factors in the city, the
immigratedpeople low revenues, and because of this their structures of the
housesespecially in big cities there are the areas like belts of the city as the
squatter.
The problem started when illegal structures have been seen as a solution of
housing.Firstly for this illegal structures it has been determined the most
importantfactor as immigrationof the people. And it has been struggledto stop
thisimmigrationto big cities.With this methods it has been understoodthat can
notbe take any result and for the before of the planned period and after that it
hasbeenthoughtthatby threeways it can be preventthe illegalstructures:
1. Towork to obstacle the illegalstructures.
2. Asacceptedthe illegalstructuresto demolishthe new ones.
3. Asacceptancethe illegal structuresto give themtheir deeds and to take them
inlegalstructures.
Withthisobstacleworkings, it has been thatthe problemof the illegal structures
cannotbe prevent by this way. The acceptance of the deeds has taken the
chancea renewing working in the area and it has given chance to the persons
whoarethinkingto structurethe new buildings. So the developmentplan of the
cityhastakenin anotherrate and it has gone away fromthe control.
Thenew development plans as to find a new way for this problem and to
organizethecitywith the urban places and for this aimthe new plans and the
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practiceits only function is the to give legal privilegesto the illegalhouses. The
illegalstructureare not the out of the areas of the city and through this way of
thinkingit is natural the reflections of the structures of this areas and the
affectionsof themto city.
Unplannedareas withinthe city,with all of the technicaland the social services
and if thinks that their advantages to use them totally, it will give the more
importantsolutions if you accept them this areas as the renewal areas of the
city,Unplanned areas and classical renewal areas should be considered in
planningprocess.
7.1. Planning Practice In Izmir After 1950
, "
Izmirhasa large and developedhinterland.This statusas being one of the most
importantcities in Turkey. Izmir city today startE1dto expand out covering the
PlateausCigli, Kar~lyaka,Bornova, Narlidere, Bal90va, GQzelbah~. Izmir is a
settlementwhere regional and interregional transportationaxes intersect. It
providesa linkageto otherregionsthroughrailwaysand sea transportation.
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Fig. 7.1. Izmir'sRegional Relationship.
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Fig.7.2. DevelopmentPhases of
Metropolitan Municipalityof Izmir.
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Izmiris today the third largestcityof Turkey witha populationof approximately3
million. Izmir follows after Istanbul in economic aspects. Izmir is the only
metropolisof Aegean Region. Izmir has a rapid populationgrowthand has been
under the pressure of a migrationabove Turkey's average. Especially, after
1980sIzmir startedto lose its characteristicsof a nice cityworth. This situation
showsproblemsof Izmir city,withina serious planningapproach.
There is still not a comprehensive planning approach which is effective in
guiding the development in Izmir. It has not been possible to stop the
urbanisation.This urbanisation started in 1940s and which had gradually
increased.This situation was added to the problems of Izmir. Everyday new
problems have been added to those of transportation, infra-structure and
environmentalpollution.
7.1.1. Planing and the Development of Izmir Between 1950-1970
Rapidurbanisationand increasingmigrationin 1950s caused Izmir.A new plan
for Izmir brought about a new approach. It was decided to announce a
competitionto get an urban plan in 1951. In this competition (International
ProjectCompetitionsfor IzmirCity Plan ), plan made by Kemal A. Aru, G. Ozde~
andE. Canpolatkanwon the firstprize. Population data given to the
competitorsare as follows:1950 census was 230.000 in municipalityborders.
Year2000projectionis 400000which is the deadlinefor plan.
Thisplanwhere importantdecisionswere made about differentsectors such as
housingand transportationcould not be a staticand unchangeabledocumentfor
Izmir.Necessary detail and revision studies had to be kept on. However, these
effortscouldbe fulfilled with rapidurban developmentand changes;
• When population assumed for the years of 2000 exceeded over
520.000 in 1970s,plan lost its validity.
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• Illegal settlementssuch as squatterhouses becamethe main reasons
in the failure of this plan. Duringthis period municipalitywas limitedin
legal supports to controlthe settlement,
• Izmir's development rate has abandoned the period reserved for
operations such as providingthe base map of Izmir. In other words,
planninghas fallen behinddevelopment.
As rapiddevelopmentwas ahead of the already prepared plans, new planning
studies were started by a new office reorganized with the contributionsof a
Sweden expert from United Nations, Albert Bodmer. By the help of Albert
Bodmera 1/25.000scaled Izmir citydesign plan dated 24.4.1960was prepared
byIzmirMunicipalityPlanning Office is in the form of a scheme which includes
Buca,Bornova, Camdibi,Ye§iyurt, Ornekk6yand $emikler.
Km.~
Fig.7.3.Bodmer's Plan ( 1961 ).
Bodmer,in his studies until 1960, dealt with squatter houses as source of
seriousproblems. As Bodmer plan advised a road system with intersections
vvhichwould provide transportation.And Bodmer plan proposed new additional
onesto present housing areas. Plan's objective in populationwas 900.000 for
theyaer2000. However,citypopulCjltionexceeded this value in 1980.
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In 1965with the decision of Council of Ministries;
• MasterPlans of Istanbul,Ankaraand Izmirweredecidedto be done
by MetropolitanPlanning Bureauswhich was establishedby the
directivesofMinistryof ReconstructionandResettlement,
• New legalprecautionsweredecidedto provideimplementationof the
plansas unchangedandthroughouthecountrya newperiodstarted
withnewapproachesinplanninginmetropolitanscale,
Fig.7.4. MunicipalitiesinGreaterCityof Izmir.( 1968).
As a resultof this demand,in 1973a masterplan with 1/25.000scale was
made.
7.1.2.1973 Master Plan Of Izmir Municipality
According to 1973 plan;
• Industrialareas were suggestedto be in north-southdirection.
$emikler, <;igli,Ulucak, Menemen,and Aliaga in the north and
Karabaglar,Gaziemirand Cumaovaslin the southwere chosenas
industrialcentres.Environmentallyindustrialunitswere decidedto
locateoutsidethecity.
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• According to projections, for a population 1.466.000, new housing areas
were proposedfor 110 people Per. Ha.
• A multi-functional bus terminal complex was proposed in
Halkaptnar.Accordingto the decisions made aboutthe harors;
Afterthis plan includingall these decisions were put to application in 1973. It
wasthe turnfor the preparationsof 1/5000scale and 1/1000scale plans.
• Preparationof 1/5000 and 1/1000scaled plans were to be realisedthrough
delegationor partiallydelegationby MunicipalityPlanning Office within the
responsibilityof Izmir Municipality.
• IzmirMetropolitanPlanning Bureauwould contributeto these plans.
Afterthese decisions, with a new decision made in 1977 by Izmir Municipality.
Alleventswhich occurred after 1/25.000scale plan approved in 1973 required it
toberevised.Following changes took place in the revision plan made in 1978.
7.1.3. Recent Developments Since 1984
In 1984,with the approval of Act Number 3030, Izmir Metropolitan Planning
Bureauwas brought to an end. Planning organisation of the Ministry was
transferredto the Metropolitanof Izmir. One year after,a new Construction law
wasapprovedin 1985, Act number 3194. In Turkey in order to proceed with
construction,it is necessary to have 1/1000scale "Implementationplans" which
directlyrestrictand facilitate the realisation.Within the framework of existing
regulations,controlwas solely in the hands of local authoritiessince 1985.
In fact, the lack of co-ordination among the authorities have also caused
alterationsor partial amendmentsof 1/25.000 structure plans prepared and
approvedby Ministryof Reconstructionand Resettlement.In the boundaries of
municipalitiesof Urla, Candarll, GOmOldOr,Ce~me,Yeni Foga, Foga, and
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Seferihisar there have been approved hundreds of partial plans. These partial
plansbecamethe inputsof the comprehensivephysicalplans.
7.1.4. Existing Revised Master Plan of Izmir in 1989
The mainfeatures and differencesof 1989, plan from the previous master plan
is summarisedbelow;
1. 1989 plan, in fact is not a revision plan. The procedure which is defined
by 3194 is not followed in the generationof the plan. The establishmentof new
DistrictMunicipalitiesbetween 1970-1984had played an importantrole on the
demand preferences of the Gecekondu settlements. Since 1984, existing
Gecekonduareas which are located on the inner parts of the MMI, have been
experiencing a structural change with the approval of Act No:
2981/3290(improvedlaw). With the improvementplans which are prepared on
the basis of the Act, most of illegal construction are legalised and more
importanthan that, the densities of those areas were increased tremendously
by improvementplans. In the near future, with the renewal of these areas,
importanturban problems will arise due to these changes. One of the other
importantdevelopment after 1984 is the realisation of some important mass
housingproject.These are namely;Egekent (<;igli),Evka1(Buca), Evka2 (<;igli),
Evka3(Bornova), Izkent (Buca), Izkonut(<;igli).
2. Civilian airport of Izmir is relocation In Cumaovasl(Adnan Menderes
Airport)in 1989 plan.
3. Free enterprisezone is anotherdifference in 1989 plan. It is realised in
Gaziemirwhich was previouslyproposed in Aliaga.
4. A new residentialarea is proposed at the end of west corridorof the city.
(GCtzelbahge)
5. A new universitycampus in Buca is proposed.
6. Fair and recreationarea, planned at the north shores of Izmir inner Bay
was altered with the plan. Part of the Fair area is allocated to housing
developmentand partly reserved for the establishmentof treatmentplan near
Cigli.
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7.1.5. Izmir's Today
Today in Izmir a serious problemhas been in question in planningas havingno
plan.The main reason is thatno metropolitanplanningunderstandinghas been
establishedfor Izmir. Present implementationsrealized by laws and regulations
have followed a two-dimensional and inefficient understanding have caused
manyserious problemsfor Izmir.
Today, city has a spatial structurewhich is quite differentfrom that in previous
years. This change was caused by many wrong developmentstudies in past
years.Destructionin manyparts of Izmir in order to constructroads, to expand
presentones and to createopen areas caused the creationof a spatial structure
withno identityand historicalvalues ratherthan contributingto its development.
This ugly concrete structuringwhich we have watched today is a result of this
massacre.
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Fig.7.5. Boundaryof Provinces withinthe
Adjacentof MMI
Fig.7.6. Master Plan Revision. (1992).
Situationtodaywhere izmirhas been face to face with manyproblemsshow that
presentplan, and its investment are inefficient within the whole of Izmir
MetropolitanMunicipalitybordersof which were reorganised.Asthe presentplan
becameinvalid,a view approach appeared to form the city with independent
plandecisionswhich are not based on certain strategies.However, this system
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whichdoes not contain a contemporaryunderstandingwill create new problems
ratherthan solve the presentones.
7.2. The Establishment and Growth of Squatter Housing in Uzundere
Uzundere was even not an independent village in 1950s. It is today a
neighbourhoodof Izmir reside in. First developmentin Uzundere was observed
in the early 1940s. This settlementwhich was at first an agricultural area.
Uzunderewas a village with 30 houses in 1940s. but after developments it
became a town in 1960s. In this period Devrim, azgur and Limontepe
neighborhoodswere added to this settlement.
Uzundere went on developing after 1960s with the same rate. In this
development,the effects of migrationwhich started in the whole of the city and
developmentplan prepared and approved in 1955 are quite remarkable.lnthe
years1960 - 1980 populationof Uzundere grew in the same rate with that of .
Izmir.Because of migrationwhich was especiallyobserved in 1970s, population
remarkableincreased.(See Graph. 7.1)
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This rapid housing development causes serious inefficiencies in social
equipmentand technical infra-structure.Aydin - <;e~mehighway which was
built,passes through Uzundere. The road acts as a separator between the
Uzunderevillageand squatterhouses.
Private PropertyTime
Migration
•
I
Land Owners Have Sold Their
I Fields by DividingInto Shares1970s
I I
~
I The Beginningof Squatte HousingActionII Squatter Housing Has B en B iltRapidlybyI Land Ow er or Occupants. (The de l ofoccupantsAre morethan landown rs.)
I •I BuildingAmnesty1983I ••• ( imarAff, )
Eskiizmirs dividing
1
In twoquarteras
LimontepeAnd Uzund re The ImprovementPlan
1984
~ Distributionof Title Deeds
1985
AppJicationBegin for Construction
and Residence Permit
I
~
I
The Problems Can Not Be Solved Between
T day
Land Owner and SquatterOwners Whose Hav D eds with Shares
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Konak Municipality which is an administrativeunit of Izmir Metropolis is in
chargeof the planningstudiesaccordingto the masterplan decisions. However,
revisionof the master plan of 1992 which is in operation today has lost its
validity.Planning studies of the city have been operated as independenton the
masterplan and certain strategies. Developmentplan which was approved in
1984 has a quite different structure plan. This planning understandingwhich
proposes partial solutions as independent from the whole is an important
problemcaused a lotof inefficienciesinthe developmentof Konak.
All these plans have become inadequate in solving the problems related to the
planningof Konak. Efforts to meet the needs caused by the populationgrowth
havenot given the expected results because of resources, lack of coordination
withothermunicipalities.
The squatterization as a result of migration which started in 1960s and
continuously increased was being seen especially in Eskiizmir. And land
ownerssold their lands in Uzundere. In this process one side share holders and
theotherside occupants, the squatterhousing were startedgrowingfastly. The
municipalityhave place of land subdivision made by survey contractor.But the
shareholdersin this survey were do not have development plan yet built. For
thatreason the problems reached to a point that can be solved. "imar affl"
(1983),the improvementplan followedthis process in 1984.
Thelandowners and buildingowners could not solved their common problems.
Migrationhas mainly occurred betweenthe years 1970- 1980 in this field. And
alsosquatterswere builton governmentland.
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7.3. Uzundere (Izmir) Urban Renewal Project
7.3.1.The General Information About Uzundere
Kanak Municipality with the 4599 hectares area is the Turkey's widest town
municipalities.The center municipality and the dependent areas GClltepe,
Karabaglar,Eskiizmir and Ye§ilyurt have consisted it. The boundariesof it from
the North Izmir Gulf and Kar§lyaka Municipality,from East Bornova and Buca
Municipalitiesand from South Gaziemir Municipality and from West Balc;ova
Municipalityhave been surrounded.
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Figure7.7. Konak Province
Kanaktown center is fully structuredand it has been filled. Limontepe-Uzundere
is excluded in the other totally there are 1/1000 rate practiced development
plans.In the centerthewantedplan changing is generallyas strenghtenthe fully
andwithlack of social structuresand the technicalpartsof the cityhas not given
thepositiveeffect. Because of this reason, it is necessary to stop the center of
thecityas soon as possible, and to pass the planningworkingto outside of city
centerand workings are centeredin this point.
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ThisUrban Renewal Project,
• GOn;e§meand its surroundingsurban renewalproject,
• Balllkuyuurban renewal project,
• GOltepeand its surroundingrenewalproject,
KanakMunicipality Urban Renewal Department
InKanakMunicipality in the area of the southwest Limontepe, Peker areas have
beenstructuredby the developmentplans. Apart from this the unplanning areas
are also on this area. The dependant to Kanak Municipality Eskiizmir-as
Limontepe,Uzundere and Peker developmentplans and their structuralplans are
doingby Kanak MunicipalityUrban Renewal Department.
Butin the recent years, in this area the illegal structuresoccurrence opposite of
thisplans have been increased as vertical or horizontal and the solution of the
problemhas been taken in a differentposition. Apart from this the development
plansare not sufficientand also the technical and the social plans now under the
abilityto give services to the peoplewhich are increasing rapidly in this area. Until
todayit has not possible to prepare a healthy structuralplans in this areas. The
prepared evelopment plans have taken the full density and the high rates of
evolutionbut it has not enough possibilityin the practice.The owners of the plots
havetheaims of the independentstructuresin their plots and because of this they
donotwantto get involved in this planning.
Forthisreason the problems of the area planning to solve it as a coordinationof
thedisciplinesand by solving in this methodKonak Municipalityhas establisheda
departmentunder the name of the Urban Renewal Project. The practice has
startedfrom the preparation of the development plans until the practice, the
arrangementareas, plots, architecturalprojectsand like this to all kind of problems
ithasbeenofferingthe totallyactingplans.
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startedfromthe preparationof the developmentplans untilthe practice,the
arrangementareas,parcelsplans,architecturalprojectsand likethisto all kind
of problemsit has been offeringthe totallyactingplans. In Urban Renewal
Department,here are workingfour city planners,one map engineerand an
architecture.
7.2.1.1.The Presentationof StudyArea
Aroundthecase study,accordingto arrangementdevelopmentplan has been
structuredSalih Omurtak,Yuzba~1$erafettinand Cennetc;e~medistrictsare
present.Andthestudyingareais as unplannedareasofUzundere,Yurtogluand
Devrimdistrictsarepresent.
Inthetotalof thearea,it is presenttheStructurePlanwhichhas beenprepared
by izmirBig City Municipalityas the rateof 1/5000.In this structureplan the
residentialareas (hmax=6.80m),the improvementresidentialareas (gross
density=200peopleI ha,hmax=free),andgeologicalproblemareashavebeen
determined.
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UZUNDERE (IZMIR) URBEN RENEWAL PROJECT
Figure7.1. SOCIAL FACILITY AREAS AND POINT OF
TAKINGPHOTOGRAPS
LEJAND
Primary School Area
High School Area
_ Health Service Area
Open Maerket Area
. Mosque
. Parks

Figure7.9. The View From Uzundere.
2
Figure7.10. The View From Uzundere.
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Figure7.11. The View From Uzundere.
Figure7.12.The View From Uzundere.
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Figure7.13. The View From Uzundere.
igure7.14.The View From Uzundere.
6
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7.3.2.Urban Renewal Project:
7.3.2.1.Land Use
Inthe studying area, as evaluationworking it has done a study in the area
whichmaintains the present structure in the land. On the plan, the present
structuresand apart of themthe absent structureshave been determinedin the
realplacesand they have been signed by theirfloors.
Thestructurein Cennetge§me generally is accordance with the development
plan.The unplanning areas of Uzundere, Yurtoglu and Devrim districts have
determinedas the densityof the illegalstructuresand in some cadastral parcels
ithasdeterminedas the vacant land. The structures in this land are generally
oneortwo storeys and theirseparationsare likethe below:
:~,~I~~;j*4S;~?1~ff,rt;~~:~~J:::3~~~f;:j{~f~!f~i!;l
105 232 337
34 87 121
11 20 31
437
291 625 916
(SeeFigure7.15. Numberof Floor)
Inthestudying of the land using the present structures are generally bad or
mediumqualityand their observationhave done. The structureshave been builtby
theloweconomical revenue families with their own possibilities and without any
planorprojectand generallythey are concrete or partlythey are heap str~ctures.
Mostlyof thestructuresare houses, they are small numbersof buildingswhich are
usingfortheanothername. These are grocery,coffee house, wedding saloon etc.
ascommercialbuildings.
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7.3.2.2.The Geological Condition of the Land
To be a data to studying area, the geological and geo-technicalposition of the
areaand the informationaboutthemhave been taken in a dossier. For this area
thereare mainlyand partlythreegeologicaland geo-technicalstudyreports.
The containing of Uzundere and Peker areas and the first study report which
hasbeen preparedby Bank of Provinces(illerBankasl) in the date of 22.03.1994
hasbeen supportedby observationaldatas. In this report in this area there is a
possiblelandslide in this area.
Inpossible landslide area to take the certainresults as can be inhabitor can not
be inhabit after the demand of Izmir Big City Municipality-Seril Ltd. company
hasdone the geological surveys. According to the surveys the inhabitationand
uninhabitationareas have been drawn on the maps. The mentionedsurvey
andthe report has been certifiedby Disaster Affairs General Directorship as
partlychanging.
For this area by Konak Municipalityhas done some survey studyingto 9 Eylul
University-GeologyEngineering Department. In the date of April 1997 a
geologicaland geo-technical report has been prepared and according to this
reportthe inhabitation and uninhabitation areas have been determined, the
streamand the mud beds and high slopes have been determinedas the areas
whichmustbe close to the inhabitation.
Inthedevelopmentproject, this mentionedsurveys have been revised and the
settlementhas been taken intothe studyingareas. Apart from this the geological
andthegeo-technical reportshave been preparedas it has been demandedfor
everybuildingsas the sondage floor workings and this itemhas been put as a
developmentplan note. (See Figure 7.16. The Geological Position of the
Land.)
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7.3.2.3. The Evaluation of the Ownership Data
In the planning area the cadastral parcels and their ownership conditions have
takenfromthe deed offices.The maintainedinformationhave showed to us that
thesouth of Cennetgel?meDistrictand Konkent ResidentialArea and the east of
it has belong to the treasury offices and all of the part is the privateownership.
In private area has the cadastral parcels mostly are the sharing deeds. This
parcels by their owners have been dividedas privateparcel methodand selling
bythis methodand theirparcel studyinghave done in this method.
The structuralposition in the area and its privilege have given us the special
parcelproofs. :The special parcel operation is not legal and because of this the
owner of this area are showing in the deed office as the sharers of the big
cadastralplots.
It has been tried to take every kind of information,registers and the owners of
the parcels and their sharing rates from the deed office. This informationhas
beenevaluatedto solve the problems of the urban renewal project. In the area
aboutthe private parcel it has been found the only two parcel documents. In
privateparcel studyingthe road sharing owners can not be determinecorrectly.
(SeeFigure 7.17. Ownership Information)
7.3..3. Field Survey
7.3.3.1.Methods
To figure out the social and economic changes, two methods were practiced.
Oneof them, in terms of the scale of the districtaimed to find out social and
economic characteristics of Uzundere districts population and patterns of
settlements.To find out this, all the documentsinclude common informationlike
age, sex, the place of birth. Some of them also include information about
occupations,the quantityof rooms, ownership of houses, address of work. But
mostof the informationwere not answeredby the residents.
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7.3.5.The Process Of Construction
Generally for this question "Are you satisfied with this house?", the answer is
positivebecause of the fear of the losing of the house and the impossibilityas
economicallyto buy a new house. But at the end of the observationsit has seen
the unqualityof the houses and from this pointthe complaintsfrom the houses,
and this gives us the resultthatit is notpossible to trustto the houses.
If it is not content; the complaints: the people who are unsatisfiedfrom the
houses say that, the main reason of this is the small house. As we examinethe
house ownership, we may see it at 89% in Uzundere. And other factor, it has
seen that people who built dwellings are increasing. It is remarkable that the
constructionprocess is shorter. (less than 1 month).And buildingannexes can
be mostlyseen in Uzundere.
Unknown *2
Rents ~ •
o 20 40 60 80
Ownershipof Houses
Ow ns the House
Table7.7. Ownership of Houses.
Source: Enquiry Results
The fundamental reason for choosing those districtsto settle is low prices and
rents.And it has seen that people who built dwellings are increasing.While all
the dwellings in Uzundere have toilet, kitchen, bathroom,electricityand water
sysstems.
Anotherquestion is "if the local governmentprovides houses legally for settlers
to purchases in a long term payments". The answer given to that question is
parallelto the income levels. It is remarkable the high ratio of "not needing a
houseto buy"answer (35%) in Uzundere.
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Whilepreparingenquiressimilaror samekindof wereused.* Questionsaimed
to get answer for socio-economicstructure,the process of migration,
establishmentpatternandattitudestowardthecity.
This methodwas usedsamplingin thescheduledinterviewswiththe families
selectedrandomlyon of proximately10 percentof households.Out of 676
householdsin the district68 was surveyedin additionto the small pre-test
sample.The area of survey workinghas done in Uzundere, Devrimand
Yurtoglu.
(SeeFigure7.19.SurveySeparation).
Threekindsof questionsappearedon thequestionnaire:the introductoryones
on demographiccharacteristicsof the community;followedby those matrice
questionsexaminingthe attitudesof each family toward upgradingtheir
settlement.The final big questionsearchedfor the kindsof skillspeoplemay
wanttodevelopinconjunctionwiththecommunity'seconomicwelfare.
, ~.'
Figure7.18.TheViewFromUzundere.
• Ergun, N. 1990, Gecekondu Islah BolgelerininYeniden Planlamasmda Kullanrlabilecek Bir
Yontem Onerisi.
• Leflef, L. 1985, Farkll Gecekondu BolgelerindeYa~amve Mekan Standartlan Ara~tlnTlasl.
• Serim, E. 1993,AI-Aziziyah DistrictSocial Survey
• Sosyal Yapi ve Konut Ara~tlrmalanRehberi Yardimci Ara~lrma Teknikleri (imar ve iskan
Genel MlidlirlUgli)
• Dog. Dr. Aydar, E. 1985, Dlizensiz Bir Yerle~medeSosyo-Ekonomik Yapl.
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The second method;to fix physical structure,search in place, observation,land
use and the others. Also reclamationplans and practiceswere appreciated.The
people of the area with suspicion of the idea that municipalitycan be done
negative attackto their houses, generallydid not want to give answers to our
questions. Firstly it has been tried to interviewby the house owners and in the
position of the house owner could not find it has done the interviewsby their
relations.The survey studying hours are generallytaken from collided with the
working hours and because of this the answers have generallytaken from the
housewives. (See The additionals-8.1.Survey Form Sample)
With this survey studying; it has been tried to determinearea people working
houses withoutplan or projectand insteadof themwith organized and planned
houses and their tendencies to transfer to this new houses, and their
possibilitiesto change theirhouses in the topic, their supportto this projecttheir
economicalpositions,their educationlevelsand theirscopes fromthis project.
The answers which have given to this survey has been included as the
possibilityinterviewof the persons and their knowledgelevel,theirmistakesand
their real errors and because of this there is a littlemistakerate in this survey
report. But the results which have taken from this survey has determinedthe
observationsgenerallyas correct.
Figure7.20. Konkent Mass Housing Area and Uzundere Project Area.
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7.3.4. Survey Results
In this part,the surveyresultsregardingto the evaluationof questionnaire.
7.3.4.1.Social Structure
When we examine the number of members, in Uzundere, squatter housing
appears clearly. The families are generally consisted of 4,5,6 or more than
people. The numberof the familyof morethan six membersin Uzundeie include
37% of population.This position shows us the people of area and their socio-
economicstructure.
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In the survey studying, it has seen that for the area of livingthe most important
factor is countrymanorigins and according to this connections people trying to
settletheirfriends in a big city.
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As we examine the distributionof populationby the birth places. We may see
the most crowded population whose birthplaces is the East Anatolia. The
passing way of theway thereare people from Sivas and in the south of the way
there are mostly people from Kars, Erzurum, Agn. And as origins of the people
from Izmir is around 10 %. And this shows us that the area of the migrated
people.
Education level constitutesone of the main characteristicsof social structure.It
may be seen the ratio of illiteracy is too lower. It appears that people who
graduatedfrom the primaryschool have a high ratio (78%). And 9 % does not
have read or write.The universitygraduatedis onlyone person.
Literacy in Uzundere
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~ 3
4020o
tlIiterate
Literate
HighSchool '1
Lycee Ji3-------
PrirrnrySchool
.;N4tnber:..%..•
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5 7
53 78
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68 100
Table 7.4. Literacyin Uzundere
Source: Enquiry Results
7.3.4.2.Economic Structure
As datums in the matter are evaluated. It can be seen that districts have
difference in accordance with their establishmentsand developments like the
way in social structure.
In Uzundere, the ratioof temporaryemployeesfrom the totalemployees is 46%.
According to the informationwhich is taken from 68 documents in which this
questionwas answered, the deal of the populationwork in Uzundere is 31. The
workingpopulationis 27 and the retiredpopulationis 6.
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Table 7.5. EmploymentSituationin
Uzundere
Source: EnquiryResults
As we scan the "occupationalcategoriesof employed"for Uzundere district. In
this area generally live the decreased revenue groups and the people from the
area which work are generally have the salaries. We see the density
constructionsector. Ratio of people VvTIO work in this sector is 41% and they do
not have a regularworking, fromthem 46% are 'vvorkingin a business place as
salary workers. From the working people 39 % of them are in the free working
group butfrom this group as we have mentionedthe-hiddenunemploymentlike
paper collector, shoe painteror like this jobs. And the participatorsin the rate of
15 % are the retirementsor unemployedpeople.
Squatter Houses Dateof Uzundere
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Tablo 7.6. SquatterHouses Date of Uzundere frOf1'1960to 2001
Source: Enquiry Results.
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7.3.5. The Process Of Construction
Generally for this question "Are you satisfiedwith this house?", the answer is
positive because of the fear of the losing of the house and the impossibilityas
economicallyto buy a new house. But at the end of the observationsit has seen
the unqualityof the houses and from this pointthe complaintsfromthe houses,
and this gives us the resultthatit is not possible to trustto the houses.
If it is not content; the complaints: the people who are unsatisfiedfrom the
houses say that, the main reason of this is the small house. As we examine the
house ownership, we may see it at 89% in Uzundere. And other factor, it has
seen that people who built dwellings are increasing. It is remarkable that the
constructionprocess is shorter. (less than 1 month).And buildingannexes can
be mostlyseen in Uzundere.
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Table 7.7. Ownership of Houses.
Source : Enquiry Results
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The fundamental reason for choosing those districtsto settle is low prices and
rents. And it has seen that people who builtdwellings are increasing.While all
the dwellings in Uzundere have toilet, kitchen, bathroom,electricityand water
sysstems.
Another asked questions is "if the local governmentprovides houses legally for
settlers to purchases in a long term payments". The answer given to that
question is paralle! to the income levels. It is remarkablethe high ratio of "not
needinga house to buy"answer (35%) in Uzundere.
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Table 7.8. If theGovernmentProvidesLegal
Houses to Buy with Long Term Payments.
Source: EnquiryResults
The low economical power and the lack of the regular revenue in this area only
47% has given answer to this question.And as takingthe answers in the rate of
32% has preferredthe leastpaymentfor this area.
If it has considered that investigationdistricts lived, their attitudestowards the
city may be different. The answers to the questions 'vvhichhave been asked
were considered in such 'v"Yay:"Reasons for deriving saiisfacUonfrarn being in
the city",the mostly takeil 8i1S'vveris : "for employmentopportunityand better
life". It is remarkabletf-lathigh ratio of answers "possibiEtyto m"'!na house" and
uavailabilityof educationopportunities~'in Uzundcrc.
When the question /lthefeaSOfl for derivingunsatisfactionfrain beir1gin the city"
is asked. The mostpopuiar anSi/veris lIunempfo)/iT1enf'.The ansvv'erHCarl not use
city facilities enough" get3 increa3e. Relation vvith nelghbors is available in
quarters. The ansvv'erje~ating'vviththe re~ati\ieson~yor feUovv'tlhem§ehri" ~sgiven
by Uzundere.
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Figure 7.21. "Gecekondu"For Rent From Uzundere.
Figure 7.22..A~rrangementto BuHdHGeeekondL(From Uzunders.
Figure 7.23. People rv1aKesT; lei! Houses Themsehles From Uzunders.
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Environmental Problems
Squatter housing areas have more environmental problems than the other
districts have. The persons who attend to this survey report say that the.yare
content in this area and the main factor of this is the they do not have-the
economical power to go to anotherarea. But meanwhilethey have said thatthey
are contentfrom the environmentthey have complainedalso for the lack gfjhe
environmentproblems. In this area the most importantnecessary factor is-the
green areas.
EnvironmentalProblems
Stream.8
IJ'.ater .7Bectricity
15
Noise_ SewerSystem
Roads0
102304
28
32
7
16
8
9
90 100
Table 7.9. EnvironmentalProblems.
Source: Enquiry Results
The problemof sewer system is effective in Uzundere. It has been seen whole
squatter. Distance from school and health facilities are the other problems in
Uzundere. Environmental pollution is the same problem for the district. And
other problemis the unreguJarcollectionof the rubbish.Apart from this; the bad
smell of the streamswhich passes in the area especially in the summer months.
And the regulationfor this streams are the most importantwish from the area
people.
In the surveyfields, the physicalstructurefeaturestaken intoconsiderationwhile
studying the physical structure are the number of floors, the structure of
construction, the land use and the possession of land. When we study the
numberof floors, we see changes parallelto the establishmentand growth
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processes in district.We see that the transitionto manyfloors step has begun
and has been continuing.
When we look at the structureof construction,we see thatthe ratioof reinforced
walls is high. The intensityof brick and sun-dried brick used is again a natural
result of the process that it is going through.When we study the possession of
land, the result is as follows: In Uzundere the possession structureis made of
owners of shared lands and municipalityland. The biggest share holders are
"Emin $enel (4 plots)and Erdinc;$eninci (6plots)".
Figure 7.24. Sewage System is the mostImportantProblem in Uzundere.
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In the area generally people have done their houses by their own possibilities
and because of this they have said that if they wanted to have a new house it
can be only by the help of the municipality.The house by cooperativeworking is
a way which is notthinkingin this area.
Figure 7.25. The Problemof Sewage System.
DISTRICT (Uzundere) Number%
EMPLOYMENT(1 ) Temporaryemployed
2739
Occupationalcategories
3146
of employment(pedlar, constructionproductionand relatedworks).HE LEVEL OF INCOME(2)Les th n 100 millionTL.
446
Indefined
1624
EDUCATION(3) illite ate
69
Literateand Level of P imary
5885
CROWDED 4 he numbers f membersin family
57
6 and morethan 6 person TOTAL
207
Table7.10. Social and Economic differencesin Uzundere.
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The information reflected by these variables includes employment income,
education and crowded in the analyses. As seen here, the district,parallel to
establishmentand growthprocess.
The average size of family is 4.09 (people Per family).The land coverage in a
67.850 m2. Field is approximately0.25 and the floor area rationis 0.51. the land
coverage and the floor are ratios also present lower values than the other
districts.
Figure 7.26. The Family and Their "Gecekondu".
Figure 7.27. Generally, People grow theirvegetablesin theirGarden.
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for his house is the most importantfactor in the urban renewal project. Apart
from this the children playground, parks and the green areas are the other
demands and in the realization of this project the other wanted position is the
pubLic_buildingsarrivingto area and theirservices in this_area.
7.3.6. UrbanRenewalAlternatives
The mentionedland, and accordingto the-ownership and the survey information
as the chosen of the studying areas Devrim, Uzundere and Yurtoglu Districts
have given us as the Urban Renewal Alternatives.
7.3.6.1.The Alternativeof the Protecting of PresentPattern
According to the private parcel the structured buildings and present buildings
and to protect their parcel parts and for this aim a plan working has been
prepared. In the deedly registrations,the big cadastral parcels have seen and
the private parcel motivationis only given as the sharing rate and because of
this the plan of the protectingaim of urban renewal plans have been prepared
by the observationof the presentstructureof the area.
In the present structurearea Flat Area Ratio 2 has taken as basicly and in the
alternativeplan Flat Area Ratio 2 has takenas basicly.
7.3.6.2.The Alternativeof theCooperation
The public of the area as part rationgoing to cooperationand by this to aim the
renewing working has been studied. Firstly the empty areas have been
determinedfor the structuresand than after the settlementin this area the old
houses will be demolish and the houses will be build in this area the and a kind
of advancementhave planned like this. For every parcel it has been calculated
as two houses and plans have been arrangedaccordingto this working. In every
parts the arrangementof the mass organizationshas prepared.
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In the parcel ratio there is no any legal support for the people which they will
come together and they will try to do the cooperationworkings and because of
this its practicechance is not too much.
7.3.6.3.The Alternativeof Renewalby Contractor
In the creating of this plan and its practice in real world, the alternativeof the
loaders to attend to this plan has tried to work. It has been thought that the
contractorswill be work by the sharing of the 50 % and from this calculationit
has been acceptedas to give two houses to the parcel owners.
For the realization of the acceptances Flat Ratio has been calculated as 4.00.
With the sharing of the arrangement sharing rate as 47 % the necessary
population of social functions will be maintain. But kind of fully structured
concept is occurred.
7.3.6.4. RenewalA!ternativeWhich Has Preparedby Konak MunicipaHty
According to the formal registrations'which has been placed in deedly
documents, and according to cadastral parcels has taken under the protection
and the present buildingsdid nottake care in this plan. The developmentlaw 18.
Itemhas accepted 35 % arrangementsharing part and accordingto 16. Item50
% arrangementsharing rate has been accepted,and the present roads in some
places have been protectedand accordingto this plan has been prepared. The
present houses areas have been connected and Flat Area Ratio has been
acceptedas 2.50
The people in the area and if you will think their economical conditions, it is
difficultto demolish the existingbuildings and to build them again. Because of
this plan's practiceis also very low.
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7.3.6.5.The Alternative of Synthesis
The discussions which have been done for the first for alternativesand at the
end of the observations of the samples the synthesis of them has been
prepared.
In first choice the decision about the protectionof the existing road patternhas
been accepted, in the developmentplan roads have been triedto wide.
In the second choice, arrangementsharing rateas 35 % has been accepted and
the necessary law supports have been acceptedis the main partof the plan.
. In the third choice the meaning of the mass arrangementhas been accepted.
The mass arrangements in section has been studied, car-parks, the green
areas, playgroundshave been thoughtbetweenthe areas.
In the fourth choice the idea of the renewing by the contractor has been
accepted, but to decrease the density the decisions of the house spread has
been changed. According to this the one house accordingto one parcel as 120
square metersand the loader's 1.5 house as Flat Area Ratio has been accepted
1.80.
The cadastral parcels which has not any structuretissue according to 16. Item
and according to 50 % arrangementsharing rate the house parcels have been
maintained.Apart from this the commercialand the social activitiesas attractive
points have been created and by this way the house area advancement has
been thought.
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7.4. The Evaluation of Uzundere Urban Renewal Project
In the southof area the passingof Izmir-Aydln-Ce§mehighwayand its easy
arrivingfacilitiesare the mostattractivepartsof the area.Apartfromthis, the
---
area'smainconnectionto citycenteras Eskiizmiravenue30m,andagainthe
connectionaf the area to around3959streethas been designedas 20 and
betweenof them the traffic roads have been designedas 15 meters.The
pedestrianroads has been designedaccordingto the densityof residential
settlementsandtheyhavearranged10mand7m.
In the eastof Konkent,financialtreasuryarea is presentand this area,will be
use as vocationalhighschool,greenareaandsportareaswhichare important
for the areas. In the land the DSI Area Directorshiphas demandedthe
protectionof the streambeds and it has beenprotectedand aroundof it the
greenareaandpedestrianshavebeenarranged.
9 EylOIUniversity EngineeringFacultyGeologyEngineeringDepartmenthas
preparedUzundereEnvironmentalGeologyandGeo-technicReport(1997)and
accordingto this DevrimDistricthas closed as two places to structurearea
becauseof geologicalproblemsand fromthis areas it has beenthoughtthe
passivegreenareas.
Ce§me-AydlnHighway,in theexitof Uzunderein northand souththe places
which has not structuredareas as cadastralparcelswill be use for shopping
centers,social activityareas. In thisarea thereis no illegalstructureand the
parcels are only one owner and because of this the structureconcept is
occurringveryfastly.In theareathepresentgraveyardhasbeenthoughtas the
treeareaof the land.The thoughtof renewingareaas houseareasapartfrom
theeducationestablishmentstwomunicipalityservicebuilding,oneopenmarket
andpark-playgroundhasbeensuggested.
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Public - Private Partnerships
Public - Private partnershipwith planners are bringing together public sponsors
and privateinvestors. Investment,has becomethe preliminaryelementsof a city to
increase its pressures for reconfiguringthe existing built environmentgrew. The
improvementof the image of cities with renewal projects can also increase the
competitivenessof thewhole city.
Public - Private partnershipsare managedby non-profit,quasi-publicdevelopment
organizations. These organizations under the explanation of "partnership"with a
new planningapproach namelystrategicplanning.
Public Participation
The target populationof Uzundere Renewal Project, the present squatter houses
would be upgraded solving the problemsof basic infrastructuresuch as water and
sanitation, the danger of floods, the poor qualityof self-builtsquatterhouses. The
squatterhouses would be eliminatedand theirpresent illegalsituationarising from
settlingin an unplannedarea and theirunsolvedownership.
Besides since all arrangements would be carried out through a participatory
planning model in which the present inhabitants of the Uzundere would be
organized in housing cooperatives.
"Especially in developing countries as a consequence of democratizationtrends,
governments will be under increasing political pressure from the poor and
dispossessed for security of tenure, for economic and employmentopportunities
and for basic services and amenities to improve their immediate living
environment. These pressures will be most intense and direct at the local
level."(DOndar,O. 1997).
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Differentactors in the local level is an importantelementof improvingconditions in
human settlements.Such partnershipswill be built up with the inhabitants, non-
profitassociations, NGOs, local authoritiesand professionals.
They have individual desires, different expectations from a housing provision
process. For instance, they said that they could have repairedtheir houses if they
were given credits or they could have formed a cooperativeand built their houses
by the methodsof self-help. However they did not know how to put these forward,
in front of the government.Public good was the most importantthingfor themtoo.
A group of people who does not know their right and relies on governmentfor
everything,exists in this projectlike in other projects.
We made questionnaires, talked with people in order to understand their desires
and made meetings.Although projectparticipantsdid not know how to be a citizen,
they could have been informed.Of course, this was not the dutyof only the project
managers, it was in fact the duty of the local government and civil society
organizations.Uzundere Project examplesshows thatthe questionnaires;
• Firstly, did not have the aim of learning individual desires In terms of their
content.
• Secondly, the project participantswere not educated in order to make them to
learn theirrightsand to express and defendtheirexpectations.
• They mostlydid notwant to leave Uzundere even for a shortperiodof time.
• However only 85 % said that they were happy with their lives in Uzundere, 11
% said theywere not happy.
• They were generallyunsatisfiedwith the projectbut when they were conducted
what should be givento projectparticipantsin a renewalproject.They say that
a single house ratherthan an apartmentflat.
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Generally, the rightownerscould get a dwellingunit from the projectarea. Urban
Renewal project did not provide adequate housing for all of the populationand
transferredthe problemof squatterhousing to the other locationsof the city.Yet a
renewal project should contain the principle of adequate housing for all of the
participantsin order to preventtransferof the problemsto otherareas.
In this chapter Uzundere Renewal Project has been discussed under these
headings. And the project has been tested with the current criteria of urban
renewal thathas been shaped withglobalizationafter 1980s.
The aim of Uzundere Renewal Project was conductedon a participatoryplanning
model. Public-Citizen-Partnerships are an important element of improving
conditions in human settlements. Such partnerships will be built up with the
inhabitants,non-profitassociations, NGOs, local authoritiesand professionals.
The financial resource of the project comes from private firms, credits foreign
countries and from the contractors. The land was not very valuable, it was
supposed thatprivatefirmswould be willingto be 50 % partof this project.
Type of planning is half comprehensiveand half market-ledagain under the effect
of privatization policies of 1980s. turkish planning system still depends upon
comprehensiveplans'ratherthan structureplans.
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Chapter8. CONCLUSION
The changing technology of the 20th century from Fordism to Post-Fordism
affects the cities. These new production patterns create new spatial
organizations and spatial priorities.The physical pattern of cities reflects the
conditions of changes and transformations.We have to transformor adapt that
pattern in response to the changingeconomic, socio-culturaland technological
circumstances. In this respect renewal of urban environmenthas become an
importantconcern as well as urban development.The increasing importanceof
urban renewal is wide spreadingin thewesternworld includingTurkey.
Cities are accepted as interconnectedparts of the world system. The dynamics
and processes of global, national and local concerns shape cities. Therefore,
there is an essential need for an attemptto link global processes and dynamics
to urban planningpolicies.After 1970s urban problemsand solutions have been
changed because cities were entered in to an era (modernist era to post-
modernist era) that everything is changing rapidly. Under these circumstance
cities, planningprofession, and planners'role have startedto change too.
The functionof plans has been changing in this changingera. Deficienciesin the
comprehensive plans and end-state planning have led planners to look for
operational alternatives. The structure plans, which mean policy statements
insteadof the frozen/and allocationmaps, and flexibleand action.planninghave
become useful tools withinthese new systems.
After expenenclng a rapid urbanization, Turkey entered into a stabilized
urbanizationera. So cities now need to be re-evaluatedand revitalized.Urban
renewal is gaining an importancein Turkey just as in the Western World. Urban
renewal can be described as, about making areas of the city betterto live in, do
business in, and enjoy recreation,and also is seeking to bring back investment,
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employment and consumption and enhance the quality of life within the urban
areas.
Guiding principles towards a bettercomprehensionof urban regenerationpolicies
are given below;
• Functional integrationof multiaspect developmentpolicies,
• Determination and evaluation of renewal issues with reference to the
globalizationprocesses,
• The need for contemporary and integrativeway of legislative,administrative,
financial and institutionalframework,
• The understandingof the marketmechanismsand their realisticassessment,
• The partnershipsbetweenpublic and privatesectors,
• Enhancementof rentprofilesand tax returns,
• Incentivesto stimulateparticipation,
• Provision of social and culturalservices,
• Regenerationof aestheticalquality.
Urban renewal projects can be used as an instrumentaltool for local authoritiesto
overcomethe negative effects of changing economic structurerevitalizedparts of
the cities, only if the appropriate strategies and policies are developed with
sensitiveconsiderationof the local charactersand publicparticipation.Otherwise, it
can also be a dangerous too/ thatcreates a serious tensionwithina society.
So it seems to be that in Turkish cities newly appearing renewal efforts will
continuewith an increasingaccelerationand Turkish plannerswill continueto seek
newand appropriaterenewal policies and processes for the cities.
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In virtuallyevery majorcityof the world, it seems, the majorplanningstoryof the
mid 1980s is urban revitalization.Originallycoined as a term in America at the
end of the 1970s, revitalizationmeans a numberof things.
First, it means taking hold of a run down area of the city, usually, but not
necessarily, at the edge of the central business district which has lost, often
quite suddenly and catastrophically,its originaleconomic function:a specialized
industrialarea, the old inner-citydocks. Often, too, there is a decayed residential
neighborhood, where the houses which may, paradoxically, form part of the
city's finest architecturalheritage cry out for restorationwhich is beyond the
. pocketsof occupiers or landlords.
Secondly, it involves a concentrated area based treatment, whereby a
simultaneous series of projects, some restoring the old buildings, some also
adapting them for different uses, some adding new construction, some
intensively improving the general quality of the urban environment, work
together to transform the whole area, within a relatively short time, both
physicallyand economically.
Thirdly, such a novel approach will necessarily involve an unusual degree of
cooperation between the public sector and the private developer, generally
entailingthe creationof some kindof special purpose redevelopmentagency.
Large scale redevelopmentmay be necessary to accommodatemajor changes
in the economic functionsof cities. Recent expandingand evolvingsectors such
as business and financial services, retailing,tourism, and leisure, for example,
have different property and locational requirements compared with traditional
urban land uses, which may not be easily accommodatedthrough piecemeal
development.The "megaprojects"in most US cities are sometimesconsidered
to be indicative of these new forms of development. They include major
conference, hotel, and exhibitioncenters, integratedoffices complexes,high
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technology business parks, fashionable shopping malls, and multi purpose
leisure centers. They have some examples of these in Britain in recent years,
includingthe large retailand leisurecenters.
Property improvement has a part to play the process of neighborhood
revitalization.The conditionof people's homes and their surroundingsaffectthe
quality of their lives. Poor physical environmentsmay be symptomsof deeper
problems of low income and under investment,but they also contributeto low
morale, depopulation, and disinvestment.Initiatives which improve the fabric
and appearance of localitiesmay help to stemdecline, providedthey are backed
.by sustainedand concentratedpublic investment.
To improve the position of neighborhoods more fundamentally, however,
propertybased projects need to be reinforced by additionalmeasures aimed at
all round economic development. Without this, it is possible that even the
physical improvements will not be sustained if the residents are poor, the
population unstable, and the economy fragile. An alternativeoutcome may be
gentrification, that is, the displacement of local residents or business by
incomers as the benefitsof area rehabilitationare capitalizedinto rising property
values and higher rents. Property may upgrading also force poorer households
and marginalfirms to leave an area if the costs are not metby subsidies and if
their low incomes mean they cannot afford the burden of ongoing maintenance
and loan payments. As the share of housing in private ownership rises, the
scope for gentrificationincreases.
The Post-Fordist era of crisis may also be causing disturbances in capital flow,
makinggentrificationan unpredictableand unstableactivity.Gentrificationis not
just a temporaryeconomic phenomenonbut the result of a longer-termcultural
and social structuralrevolutioncan be seen by examiningchanges in the social
structurein a gentrifiedneighborhood.
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In the market led global economy, politicians and city builders ignore the
problem of poverty and racism. Especially, big cities in Europe are getting so
much immigrants so poverty and racism are the very important growing
problems.
While examiningdifferenturbanrenewalexamples,we find some mainvariables
thatcontrol thewhole project:
• Aim
• Target population
• New organizationestablishedto reach for thi$aim
• Finance sources and type
• Type of participation
Table 1 shows these variables for different urban renewal examples. We see
from the table the other renewal examplesfrom differentcountrieswere located
in the inner city areas. Although this situation creates some speculative
pressures, this is useful in creationof finance.
Another importantstep in the renewal is to decide on the targetgroups b~use
when an area is renewed, rents grow rapidly. The essential characteristicsof
urban renewal is that it brings about change in the use or occupancy of u~ban
land and buildings.Therefore, results in changes in where, how and under what
conditions people live. We know that most of the previous squatter hOlj,singI
renewal projects designed for low income groups were later on transferred to
middle and high income groups. Another problem is relocation that is after the
renewal who is going to settle in these areas and where and how we resettled
the old users of the area. We see the table that in America example the
incominggroup was differentthanthe former.
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0'1o
Project Aim TargetNew Organization FinancePublic
group
Participation
USA
-expansion of the economic base of the ci ydifferentHousin Commission ederal loans and subsidies
-increase of the real estatetax base
-The Relocation Division of
-rejuvenationof the central business district
Housing Commission
UK
c mprehensive o ial, economic andSame+co plex organizati alloc l authority
regenerationand the creation of conditions
structu e(but n w reviz d
f r the developmentof a balanced community
organizati ns are seen)
Fr nce
r b ilt ome part of th tythr ughoutsThree mai o ing as a policyJ int-st ck c mpan es wh e-me tings
an urban renewal program
instrum nt:ZAC,ZIF,ZADow ship is ed etw en
public and privatesector
I
Germany
t imp vethe qual ty f buildingsCity Council subst n al municipalizati nE t lishment
-to retai the ch racter of neighborhoods
programwhich the stablef City Council
p ovide housingwithin affordable rentlimit
municipalfounding.
S uth
bett ingthe liv gcondi o s f l w-incomPr ject Re ew l Proj w re u llyL c l S e ri
Korea
fa ilie fo ded by S.Kor a gov.Com itt esI
India
i t e v me talofI dor Dev l pmentA th ritUK Ov rsea Dev pmentI
slum area(Reh bilitationPr ject)
AdministrationI
Dikmen
squatt r r a i ity byM o ol Im rJS C mp nyit obtainedDecisi n
Valley
upplyi V ll y' inhab t wi high ity
qualityhousing. -to cre te green corridH.Bayram
r d v l p e tof H t r al C ty C nt ro n w rganiz ti n b t ob i e
competi ionfor pr ject
u ip li y
P t kal
b a a g e n tf nci g nr § JS C mp n Je g
Ci~ gi
fund from p b c budg t ownership is s a d between
li i
Table 7.11: Urban Renewal Examples from DifferentCountries
The organizationand managementof urban renewalprojectis a complex
activity.It should involvea numberof agencieseach with its own, even
conflictingobjectives.Becauseofthis,thereis a needforneworganizations.We
see that in all of the examplesthere are such new organizations.Like in
Germanyexample,in PortakalCie;egiUrban Renewal Project a joint-stock
companywhoseownershipis sharedbetweenpublicandprivateinterestswere
established.
Another importantvariableis financingof projects.In PortakalCie;egiUrban
Renewalcasetwo importantmethodswereusedfor thefinance.Firstonewas
. in landallocation.In projectcosts land acquisitioncostwas the biggestshare.
However, in this projectinsteadof compulsorypurchasesome of the rent
createdthroughprojectwas barteredwiththeland.The secondmethodwas the
privatesectorenterpreneurship.
Another importanttool in urban projectsare the communityparticipation.
Participationhas the potentialto maximizelimitedfinancialand cooperation
betweenpeoplesandgovernments,ensuretargetingof subsidiesandaugment
communitystability.But,weseethatunfortunatelythesepotentialwaswastedin
ourexample.
As a result,we can summarizefromthe studyabovethatlargetractsof urban
renewalespeciallyinvolving previoussquatterhousingor low incomeareas
nowencompassedin growingTurkishcitiesare a contemporaryproblemfacing
theTurkishadministratorsandplanners.
Underthesecircumstances,theexampleof UzundereRenewalProject;
• Shouldbe renewedin accordancewitha cityplan.In otherwords,a renewal
planshouldbedevelopedaccordingtoanoverall.
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• Shoulddevelopjusticebetweenall incomegroupsin the city. First of all,
such a projectshouldnotencouragethe illegalsettlementsby givingt~em
premium.
Anotherimportantexperiencein the projectis thepublicparticipation.Mustof
\
the countries,new administrativeorganizationshave beenestablished.As a
result,the organizationsystemis one of the importantfeaturesof our 'f3se
study.Butthesuccessoftheseorganizationsdependonpoliticalsystem.
Marketdrivenredevelopmentschemesseemto be in theAgendaaro~ the
i
world. The entrepreneurof the Urban Renewalprojectsis in transitionfrom
publictopublicandprivatejointventure.A-quasigovernmentalauthority(U\ban
RedevelopmentAuthority)is necessaryfor the implementationand successof
the redevelopmentscheme. Market driven redevelopmentprograms.are
capable of successfully implementingmassive urban modernizationand
housingupgradingprojects.
Markedled urbanpolicies.containmanyflaws and are open to a numbEfrof
1
fundamentalcriticisms.First,a potentialchallengeto thedominanceof market
led styles is clearlyposed by the substantialsectionof the populationnot
adequatelycateredfor by themarket.The poor,the unemployed,the isolated
elderly,the disadvantagedsectionsof society,all have cause to oppose\the
markedled urbanpolicies.Markedled stylesof planningofferlittleto the large
groupof welfaredependentswho lack any significantcommandover mC\rket,
resources.They cannotbuy houses,and in relativetermsthey do not shop
freely in the durablegoods marketand cannot pay to take part in leisure
activities.
Secondly,a relatedpoiritis thatthe markedled urbanpoliciesare associ?ted
I
withweakeningof thepowersof localelectedplanningauthoritiesandtherefore
of the status of locally determinedplanning policy. Market criteria have
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progressivelybeen given moreweightthan localwishes in land use planning.So
the planningdecisions of local communitieshave been reduced.
Thirdly, there are more generalizeddangers implicitin the shift towards market
led planning, which could affect even those groups currently benefitingfrom
those policies. These policiesare based on the short termmaximizationof profit
which always motivatesmarketforces. This short termist precludes any longer
term husbandry of naturalresources. It involves the waste of resources both in
terms of future generationsneeds and, since it has a short memoryas well as
short sightedvision, in termsof past investmentin peopleand places.
Fourthly, the market led approach carries within itself the potential for great
instability.Such as late 1960s financial crisis when the long period of postwar
economic growth first seriously faltered,Oil crisis in 1973, Black Monday when
stock market crashes around the world in Autumn 1987 and Gulf war in 1991.
This instability is equally characteristic of the property investment sector
motivatedshort termprofitand subjectto the markedled urban policies.
The problems within the market led approach to planning can therefore be
characterizedas its social divisiveness,its lack of accountability,its short termist
and its inherentlyinstability.
Finding the most appropriatepositionfor propertyin urban policy will depend a
great deal on the prevailinglocal circumstances.Existing initiativesappear to be
geared to standard "quick fix" solutions with limited local discretion and
sensitivity.A strong role for propertymeasures may be importantin areas where
there are extensive problems associated with land conditions and the fabric of
buildings, where constraints to redevelopmentare physical, institutional,and
economic, where shortages of land and floor space restrict inward investment
and indigenous growth, and where the response of the privatesector is either
insufficientor inappropriateto occupiers'needs.
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Support for developmentmay also be more importantat certain points in time
than at others, depending on a wider economic situation a'1d the state of
development industry.By securing and retaininga substantialequity interest in
the land the public sector could exert more influence over the character and
pace of developmentthan is the case withcurrentshort termapproaches, and in
the process it could secure a revenue stream as well as an escalating capital
asset as area improvementand renewaloccur.
Urban renewal is a differentsubject. But in Turkey there are no separate laws
for differentplan subjects. All plans from renewal to mass housing are shaped
with the regulationsof the laws 3194. These subjects are totallydifferentfrom
each other. I think, the suggestions put forward in this study can not be realized
in the short-term.To reach these goals requires an advanced education in the
social area. As a matterof fact the aim of this study has been to obtain clues
thatwill prepare cities to the 21st centuryand to bring a differentdimensions for
planning.
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APPENDIX 1
EVALUATION OF THE PUBLIC AMENITIES IN A SQUATTER
SETTLEMENT,
District .
Street .
House Number .
Number of Floors .
Building material .
1. Questions relatedwith the familymembers,
Members Age-Sex Education Employment
(finished ~ Place
school)
2. Where did you come from?
3. Do you own the dwelling?
( ) Tenant () Householder ) Other
4. How long have you been livingin this house?
Since years.
5. Why did you prefer Uzundere insteadof anotherdistrictof Izmir and where
did you first live in Uzundere?
In a relative'shouse _
As a tenant-----------
Built a house----------
Other _
6. Who is the owner of the Land? Householders-----------
Shared__ How manyshares _
Shared with the relatives _
Shared with the fellow countrymen _
7. How many m2 is the land? .
8. How many m2 is your house? .
How many rooms are your house? .
How are you using the garden?(sowing,fatteninganimal,etc.) .
9. Why did you buy a landfrom here but notfromanotherplace?
Itwas cheap _
Our relatives,friends or countryfellowmenhere _
We have been settledin this neighbourhoodfor years _
It was accessible to work _
This districtwas developing,everybodywas being settledthere _
I found this area-----
Coincidence _
Other _
10. What is the estimatedvalue of your house?
( ) 0 - 2.5 billionTL ( ) 3 - 4.5 billionTL
( ) 5 - 6.5 billionTL ( ) 7 billionTL and over
11. What is the age of building?
( ) 0 - 5 years () 6 - 10 years ) 11 years and over
12. Are you satisfiedwiththis house?
( ) Satisfactory ( ) Unsatisfactory
13. Which of the followingfacilitiesare mostlyneeded in your district?
( ) Schools () CulturalArea ( ) Healthservice
( ) Sports field () Market-place ( ) Children playground
( ) park.
14. If you want to move,will you preferan apartmentor a single house? Why?
If your answer is an apartmentto live in, How many floors should it have?
15. How would you help to improveyourenvironment?
( ) by working
( ) financially.
( ) none
16.What are the conditionsunderwhich you could contribudeto the provision
of the need facilitiesof the upgradingof the existingones?
( ) if the municipalityhelps
( ) if the neigboursparticipate.(co-operative)
( ) Other
( ) Contractor
17. If this projectwere to build houses to be paid in a long termand with low
instalments,how muchwould you be able to pay? Monthly?
( ) 0 - 25 millionTL () 26 - 50 millionTL
( ) 51 - 75 millionTL () 76 millionTL and over
18.Are you satisfiedwith this renewalproject?What are the things aboutthis
project? '" .
19.What kindof service would you preferto get in this project?
Low density settlement _
Environmentalfacilities----
Transportation _
Constructionquality _
Other _
20. If you say that your house will gain in value, in time,what will you do with
it?
Sell and buy anotherhouse From where _
Go on sitting _
Other--------
